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Message From the Editor

Most of us carmot recall the last volume of the CLarion ptblished only a

few years ago. This serves to give us a fresh start with no comparisons to previous
years ofpublication. We, the editors, therefore ask your consideration ofthis new

enterprise, reborn after some years of dormancy.

'Politics is not a bad profession. If you succeed there are many rewards, if you

disgrace yourself you can always write a book. "-
Ronald Reagan

Politics often conjures up images ofcorruption, lies, and deceit. However,
the science of the political system, how society governs itself, is crucial to
understanding the way we coexist together as aggregate groups of citizens. The
philosophy of government has its roots in the earliest city-states of the ancient
world while having slowly evolved through the centuries. In modern times,
societies can have their choice of systems of government whether it be according
to varying political or econmic philosophies.

These systems filter down into the laws which directly control our
everyday lives. As Americans, we value our individual fieedom and our multi-
branch government. Other countries see a stronger central government, with less

individual freedom, as the only path toward the preservation of a societal order.
Erch way is ripe with consequence for t}re individual and for society as a whole.

Democracy, the umbrella term for representative govemment, is comilg
under i.ncreased attack these days due to the forces of nuionalism, tribdism.
rrism. and other forms ofdivisive behavior that divide the people and thus threaren
rhe mamer il which they are governed. Even in the United Star6, rh€ basdoo of
sable democracy we are under tlreat from crime, drugs, and rrial divisioo rhr
consunrly rcst the limits of our constitutional righs.

It is imperative for young adults to becooe aguaimed whh 6e issn6 rh,
sh4e our society ald the laws which govern it. Funbermore. *c ms aho loot
to tk rest of tbe world as today no one nation can reoain rrall-r isolsd frm St ital
probleos. ri/e. the leaders of tooorrox. mrs gain insigh iilo fu issE dtod4
h Ls o.u trope rh:r Orr readerS will uSe diS jcsod ro bcGOrE mcE f'-tili, Eit
6r sti:h sb4cs or kr- sci.r)'. d cm1'.
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-Ruth Bevan-

REASSESSING THE
*NEW WORLD ORI)ER"

by Ruth A. Bevan
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Politics is about cabbages and

kings, or who has Power and who

doesn't. In perennial effons to redraw

the lines, kings are toppled and some

peas:urts revolt; we call this relentless

process "history." Whenever the dust

of battle settles, we anticipate the great

awakening. only to find. yer again.

cabbages and kings, metaphorically
speaking.

The dust of the Cold War was

still settling when President George

Bush premaorely proclaimed the ad-

vent of a 'New World Order.' In fairy
tale form, the wicked witch ('empire")
ofthe east was dead; vassalage would be

no more. With the collapse of Soviet
communism and its East European sat-

ellite system, Francis Fukuyama, a U.S.

State Depanment offrcial, was inspired

to write that the 'end of history" had

arrived; the contradictions ofhistory had

been resolved by the democratic vic-
tors. Caporing the sense of Western

elation and Bush's oPtimism.
Fukuyamapredicted that peacefu I demo-

cratic forces would take hold of and

transform the world.
Symbolically, Bush Projected

the Gulf conflict as a bridge over gulf
separating the 'old" world left behind

from the "new' world envisioned bY

Fukuyama. It. firsrly. was a -mopping-

up" action against aremnant tyrant.

Furthermore, as Bush indicated in an

August 1990 speech before a joint ses-

sion of Congress. the force against

Saddam Hussein was formed by a Pan-
nership of Americans. Asians. Europe-

ans. Arabs and Afiicans" in defense of
the principles anddreams of a New World
Order. That is why they sweat and toil
inthe sand and in the heat of the sun.'

The yellow ribbons worn in
support of the Gulf war were scarcely

unpinned when Balkan 'ethnic cleans-

ing" commenced. A new contradiction
was inserting itself at this proverbial

end of history. Now tribal warfare en-

gulfs Rwanda and Burundi, creating
millions of refugees. In between, Soma-

lia engaged us. In speaking to the

captain of an American transport ship

responsible for evacuating American
soldiers from Somalia. I asked if the

news at home that the Somalian war-
lords were now 'peacelords" was true.
'As soon as the Americans leave," he

responded wearily, 'they'll be warlords

again."
What happened to the New

World Order in so brief a time? From

Rtnn BevAN is the David W. Petegorsky Professor ofPolitical Science

at Yeshiva University.
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-Reassessing the New World Order-

I
the outset, environmentalist Petra Kelly,
cofounder ofthe German Greens Pany,
refuted the possibility of Bush's New
World Order under prevailing interna-
tional conditions. Her argument gives

food for thought. The ideological con-
flict of the ColdWar, she argued, was a

facade obscuring the underlying dy-
namic of modernization. Rooted in the

scientific-technological revolution of
lTth century Europe, modernization is
-the process ofchange from an agrarian

to an industrial way oflife that hasresulted

in man's knowledge of and control over
the environment in recent centuries. "2

Modernization is every state's

objective (raison d'etat) as the world
wide standard of power. Cold war
ideology was notumelated tothis objec-
tive. Liberal democracy is generally
considered the product of
advancedcapitalist development (char-
acterized by the dominance of
anurbanized. literate middle class and
private property). By contrast, Soviet
communists embraced Marxism as

'modemization theory, " hoping there-
with to develop the feudal Tsarist state

into an advanced socialist economy sur-
passing capitalism. All told, the dy-
namic of the modern state system is the
drive for modernization.

As a process of industrializa-
tion (reindusrialization). modernization
requires technology and technical know-
how. Crucial to our purposes is the fact
that it also involves the wholesale utili-
zation (and development) of natural re-
sources. The drive for modernization
sets in motion the scramble for natural
resources. This is a competitive scramble

among states ofvarying power, actually
and potentially. Under present circum-
stances. it is a ruthlessly competitive
search for ever scarcer resources. Ac-
cess to these diminishing resources de-

mands muscle and will be achieved only
by the powerful.

The logic of this world wide
dynamic, for Kelly, leads inexorably to
the prospect of increased conflict (war)

and even genocide. In her estimation
the 'victory" of one ideology over an-

other in the Cold War was inconsequen-

tial given the persistenceof moderniza-
tion as the ultimate objective of all
states. Accordingly, the Gulf conflict
was, in mrth, a resource wiu; it was not
the bridge to a New World Order.
Within the modernization framework,
there can be no such order.

In the post-Cold War era the
conflict between the 'North" (industri
alized or'core" states) and the "South"
("depentent" states formerly referred to
as the 'Third World") has replaced the

East-West conflict. The conflict is not
strictly geo$aphic as suggestedby its
label and should more properly be un-
derstood as a core-periphery problem-
atic. Peripheral elements exist within
the 'Nonh- just as core elements exist
within the 'South." Denmark, for ex-
ample, is peripheral to the Eurqed
'core" (Germany, pt"rrge and Fnglad).
The city of Rochester is peripkal m
New York City within the $de of It6'
York. On tle other hand. Argtrir b
core to Irtin America (r Isrd ro fu
Middle East).
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-Ruth Bevan-

weight. This point is demonsrated in
the extreme by the global prominence of
American culture. If successfully achiev-

ing access to ever scarcer resources
results in core power, that power trans-

lates also into cultural dominance. We

now come to a second argument regard-

ing the power configuration of the post

Cold War era.
Samuel Huntington of Harvard

University argues that the conflicts of
this era will be cultural in naore. Wit-
ness the Balkans. Submerged by com-
munism. nationalism has now been re-
leased as a vibrantforce. Human beings

are culture-builders; they define them-

selves and give purpose to life through
cultural values. This has always been

the case and always will be. Insofar as

economic-political power is also cul-
tural power, @onomic conflicts, whether

of classes, tribes, nations or states, are

invariably cultural conflics as well.
The cultural aspect of overt conflict,
like ideology in the Cold War, tends to
be more visible than the economic,
which, however, should not be over-
looked. The "right" to resources is the
'right" to culoral 'sovereignty. " The
globalization of the world economy will
undoubtedly provoke culoral conflicts
as core and peripheral areas are

reassembled.
A less visible part ofthis "poli-

tics of identiry". one just emerging.
relates to the information revolution.
Access to information is essential for
economic, political and social power.
Those who have access have power.
Singapore, for example, interds to be-
come a 'global city" through its elec-
tronic highways connecting its citizens

to the farthest eaches of the external
world. Information power is not only
question of state power but. cenainly
within democracies,an imponant ques-

tion of citizen power.
The abiliry of the average citi-

zen to access information needed for his

own economic well- being rests upon

education aswell as infrastructure. Of
democratic concern is that information
should not become the 'closed cultural
d omain " oftechnocra-tic elites . France's

President Mitterrand has,
consequently,waged a multimillion dol-
lar 'cultural campaign" (fiscally out-
stripping economic programs) to break

down, what he calls, the"little Berlin
walls" that separate the informed from
the uninformed.

These are the challenges of the
21st century. They are still about cab-

bages and kings, though, in thewords of
Ernest Gellner, 'modern man is not
loyal to a monarch, or a land or a faith,
whatever he may say, but to a culture. "3

Notes
rQuoted in Glenn D. Paige and Sarah

Gilliatt (ed.) Non-violence Speak to
Power. Honolulu. Univ. of Hawaii.
1982. pp.79-80.

'zStephen W elch. The Concept of
Political Culnre. New York. St.
Martin's Press. 1993. p. 5. The
definition is Cyril Black's.

3Ernest Gellner. Nations and Nation-
alism. Oxford. Blackwelt. 1983.
p.86.
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Social Decision:
Answer to Market-Made Health Crisis?

by Dr. Ross Ztrcker

Introduction

This article is about the way
methods of decision-making affect the

substance ofdecisions. Particularly it is
concerned with the way in which the
substance of decisions about health and

safety matters is affected by the form of
the decision-making processes. Issues

of health and safety are increasingly
imponant in late capitalist economic
development, as capitalist systems enter
into a phase in which they are increas-
ingly capable of producing hazardous
coNumption products. Until recently,
industry hadn't the capacity to utilize so
mrny chemicals in food soffs, much
less to genetically engineer them. Only
iD 6e past few decades have doctors
dieved the ability to perform cosmetic
qtr-aions, though still at a high order
d rist to the puient. Industry caD now
poduce safer c{rs but safety is not
el*zys a high order production vdue,
fur reasons which this article reexam-
ic-

Usdly we sppose thr the
rG$Is of dccisions are largely influ-
d by fu initiel idea. Preftrm.
d prrirdis 6r rc hing to tb
L.tddr.ctit i!-ir- htp.
rir cr b rid ir rE &
uydddt&Lircr

also have a great effect on the content of
decision than these other premises of
decision. In particular how does mak-
ing a decision about health and safety
differ whenthe decision is made through
the market mechanism versus through
thepolitical state? I will contend that the
flood of recent health crises peculiarly
emanue from within the panicular forms
of decision making in the market. The
aspecr of market decision that is ex-
plored as a possible cause of these

problems is the inherent and generic

form of preferential decision making in
exchange relations as opposed to 'ex-
ternalities, - non-market interactions or
other aEpical processes associated with
the conventional idea of market failure.
The crises alleged to flow from the
" inherent" and 'generic- market deci-
sions include a seemingly heterogeneous
catalogue of ceses such as carcinogem
in food, excess far and cholesrerol in
processed foods, silicor breasr iqlan
operarions ad silicor brt valws- tb
need for hean bypass qerric- da-
g€rqrs alrqndiks, asbcsrc. adcum-
lcss oths. ftcrrgt fuc.-< rE
<cern;gty €fidy disp-- d dif-
ftrtr ffi d gdtc. tu, r1
E*flLhss bra d EC -o-
nf fticitmr -r'.-+brL:
-- -dreGErqr.s



-Ross Zucker-
compared with public decision mak-
ing).

The purpose of the anicle is to
consider whether there is a fundamental
difference between decision-making in
market and (democratic) state that leads

to different implications as far as the
generation and control of such occur-
rences. ls there something inherent in
the nature of private market decision
that is particularly prone to the produc-
tion of such crises? Alternatively, is

there something about the character of
social decision in a democracy that is

equally inherently inclined to limit such
occurrences, particularly when the so-
cial decision process is sufftciently re-
lied upon?

A very substantial part of mod-
ern political and economic decision sci-
ence (Stigler 1975,p. 137; Arrow 1969,
1963; Samuelson 1954; Eckstein 1973;
Musgrave 1959; Lindblom 1977), in-
deed perhaps the dominant school, can

be shown to presume the opposite
premise that there is Eg! a fundamental
difference between the content of indi-
vidual decisionmaking in market and
state; that these are not qualiUtively
different types of choices.r The proce-
dure is recognized as different: the one
utilizes exchange relations, the other
proceeds by collective autlority rela-
tions like elections and referenda (See

Eckstein 1973, p. 16). But the object of
decision-making, the quality of the
thought process, the degree of individu-
alism versus social considerations-all
these are presumed to be the same.

The want in state and market is
the same, but the 'social- want qrnnot
be provided by the market because the

market lacks the procedures for exclud-
ing non-buyers (Musgrave 1959, p. 8).
In the notion of -collective consumption
goods- and -private consumption
goods', proposed by Samuelson ( 1954)
in the pure theory ofpublic expenditure.
it is not so much the content ofsocial and
private wants that is distinguished as

much as the mode of their fulfillment.
And. the reduction of market and state

to distinct modes of consumption tends

to reduce them to different procedures
of decision without much substantive
difference.

Although the public finance lit-
erature draws some distinctions berween
social wants fulfilled tfuough the state
and private wants satisfied in markets,
these distinctions do not constitute what
may be called a "fundamental" differ-
ence. Social wants, as conceived in
public finance theory (Musgrave 1959,
pp 8-12; Eckstein 1973, pp. 8-l 1;

Houghton 1970; Margolis 1970), can-
not be provided for by the market since
they can only be made available for
general consumption. Since no one can
be excluded from consumption ofpublic
goods, people will not in general volun-
tarily pay for the good. But 'social
wants" are not fundamentally different
from private wants, in that they are
reducible to the wants of independent
individuals. And, the individual evalu-
ates the value of the public goods ac-
cording to his own subjective calcula-
tion of its benefit to him (Musgrave
1959, p. 11; Baumol l%9, p. 20).
Consider for example a flood control
project. The want is deemed social in
that the benefit accrues to an entire
region rather than exclusively to a pri-

E
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-Social Decision: Answer to Market Mode Health Crisis'
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vate individual. But the individual
evaluates the project according to the

benefit she derives from it separately.
and in this sense the henefit penains

solely to herself, and her interesr wholly
regards herself. For this reason, at a
fundamental level the social want/pri-
varc want distinction breaks down: "ln-
deed, social warts are quite similar in
this fundamental respect Io private
wants" (Musgrave 1959, p. 13). The
difference berween social and private
wants in public finance theory is not

fundamental in this simple bur impor-
tant respect: people do not differ in the

object oftheir wants in state and market
spheres of life. This assumption about
wants is plainly evident in Musgrave's
(i969, p. l0) statement that "Thediffer-
ence between social and private wants .

. does not lie in the psychology of
wants or in the ideological attitudes
towards social versus private objec-
tives. " It is also evident, furthermore,
when Kenneth Arrow (1969, p. 60), a

lead ing neoclassical economic theorist.
states that 'Since the sirme agents ap-
pear in the two systems [the 'state" and

the 'price system"l it becomes equally
natural to ilssume that they have the
same motives. " But it is not only
economists who adhere to this view;
many political scientists who use ratio-
nal choice theory promote a similar
approach. The conception ofthe citizen
of the state as a rational individual in
Downs's An Economic Theory of De-
mocracy dc:es not distinguish thecitizen
in terms of his ends, but merely likens
him to the consumer in the rational
manner in which he attaches means to
his ends. Expressing a mainline view in

political science. Roben Dahl (1976, p.

15) holds: '[N]othing is quite so srong
a huttress to sOcial institutions as a firm
foundation in self-interest. " Political
institutions, in this conception. are stable

to the degree they are founded on ex-

acrly the same--self-interested-- motives

as the market is. The wants of individu-
als, according to these schools ofpoliti-
cal and economic thought, are the same

in all spheres of life, but different pro-
cedures--government administration and

market-- may for certain reasons some-

times have different advantages and

disadvantages as means ofproviding for
the same wants.

But evidence from the recent

history of political economy suggests

that people may not in fact want the

same thing in the market and the sphere

ofthe state. Where do these differences
come fiom? Further, evidence (given

below) suggests that the procedures of
market and state decision may them-
selves account for the differences be-
tween wan6 in these spheres. in turn
suggesting that the procedures are not
just procedures but become contents of
decision.

The view of wants in public
finance theory is essentially similar to
that found in the neoclassical theory of
market failure. In cases of market
failure (Arrow (1969), the conditions
for the efficiency and competitiveness
ofthe economy have broken down, and

consumers resort to the state to restore

the efficiency and equilibrium of the
economy. But decisions in the state and

economy are guided by exactly the same
purpose: to maximize utility. Modern
political economy recognizes cenain

Tm Crmrory May 1994 tel



-Ross Zucker-

kinds of differences: the srate can take
into account social costs neglected by
individuals' marker decisions and itcan.
sometimes, overcome cenain informa-
tional deficiencies. The view of utilitv
maximization as a general theory of
hehavior suggests that these differences
are not grand ones, as they have shared
kinds of optimizing objectives.

However, evidence to be pre-
sented from the health field suggests
that individuals in the market who will
buy and consume producrs with serious
health risks will, nevertheless, fiequently
vote to regulate these same products
when acting as citizens of the state.
Market preferences for products with
health implications frequently differ and
even conflict with polirical preferences
regarding these products when expressed
in the state. All this suggests that
fundamentally divergent tlpes of sub-
stantive goals are beingpursued through
the alternative procedures of state and
market decision making. Mainstream
political-economic theory already seem-
ingly recognizes this, but not really.
What such theory recognizes is that
differences in preferences in politics
and economics can occur under condi-
tions of imperfect informarion. But I
submit that the differences go beyond
the problem of imperfect information
because different modes of reasoning
within different contexts produce differ-
ent preferences even when the informa-
tion levels are comparable in market and
state. It is important to consider that
there may be a more fundamental differ-
ence between market and srate decision
that may help account for phenomena of
the foregoing tlpe which the traditional

approachdoes not recognize nor explain
adequately.

A'fundamental" difference.
as defined here, would be one concerned
with the kind of objecrive thar is decided
upon; the way in which the individual
makes up his mind; the degree to which
the individual's thinking takes others-
and the system*into account; and fi-
nally the degree to which the individual
chooses simply on the basis of immedi-
ate warrs or deliberates broader criteria
ofjudgmenr.

The prevailing view that prefer-
ences (volitions, wants, etc.) are similar
in market andstate and that these sys-
tems are merely procedurally different,
is also embraced in certain ways in the
influential political economy of Charles
Lindblom (1977), though his thinking
also departs in a number of respects.
Lindblom's (1953, 1977) formularion
of exchange and authority as "politico-
economic techniques" for coordinating
individual volitions is clearty in line
with the view that these decision pro-
cesses iue merely instrumental proce-
dures for the achievement of ends (as
opposed to the idea that they also shape
the wants and volitions). Though
Lindblom's approach also differs from
traditional public finance theory in that,
to some significant extent, he sees mar-
ket and state as contexts for the forma-
tion of the substantive contents of voli-
tions. The present approach shares in
common with his work the view that
market and state are spheres of determi-
nation ofpreferences. But the different
modes of social determination of prefer-
ence in the two spheres need to be
distinguished in ways Lindblom does
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-Social Decision: Answer to Market Made Health Crisis-
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guished by the character of the ends of
the persons in the relarions. In panicu-

lar. as in the conventional public financr
theory, the wants in state and market are

not disting!ished by the degree to which
they regard the interests of others, and

in this sense are not distinglished by the

degree to which they are public or
private. In fact Lindblom tends to
collapse the distinction between public
and private volitions when he refers to
consumer preferences as'voIes,"
thereby conflating public wants and

modes of expressing them with private
kinds. Not only the state but also the
market is characterized as a 'system of
popular control", as if to highlight their
fundamental similarity of purpose amid

secondary differences (Lindblom 1977,
p. 146). Wans and decision methods in
market and state are only distingpished
in terms oftheir degree ofprecision, not
in terms of their fundamental character
or their public or private character.

Lindblom (1977. p. 146) characterizes
market exchange as 'precise voting",
with authority implicitly characterized
as woolly voting, if you will. The
market is able to tailor objects to par-
ticular wants, whereas authority, char-
acterized by 'strong thumbs no fingers "
provides a more blunt service. But the
more or less precise signalling of voli-
tions within the two majorsocial spheres

does not constitute a broad categorical
difference in the substance ofthe wants;
does not distinguishthem in terms ofthe
degree to which they regard others ; does

not distinguish them in the degree to
which they aredeliberated or preferen-

tial.
But in contrast to this mainline

Tw, Ct t*rox, May 1994 ull

not seem to consider. There are distinc-
tive modes of social determination that

arise in connection with the consider-
ation of market and state as, respec-

tively, private and public spheres.
Lindblom does not acknowledge a dis-
tinction along these lines. Preferences
(or 'volitions, " to use his term) do not
vary as between the two spheres with
respect to the degree to which they are

other-regarding or self-regarding, pref-
erential or judgmental. deliberative or
impulsive. However, evidence devel-
oped in this anicle suggests the exist-
ence of difference along these lines. in
turn calling for examination of possible
differences in the modes ofsocial deter-
mination as between the two spheres

that may account for the differences in
suhstantive content of volitions in sute
and economy.

While Lindblom's work thus
partly differs from conventional ratio-
nal choicetheory, major elemens of his
work share such theory's assumption
about the fundamental similarity of wants
across the spheres of market and state.

Market and state are distinguished, ac-

cording to Lindblom, by the fact that the
former are based on exchange relations
and the latter on authority relations. But
as we will see the object of the relation
and the character of the person's voli-
tion in these relations are not fundamen-
tally different in his formulation. An
authority relation is one in which one

individual grants to another individual
the right to make decisions for him or
her. In exchange, by contrast, each

individual voluntarily enters the rela-
tion for a reciprocal benefit. Note these

two kinds ofrelationships are not distin-
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view. a growing body of literature sug-
gests that more fundamental differences

distinguish individual willing in market
and state. This anicle seeks to contrib-
ute to this literature (Habermas l99l;
Barber 1984; Etzioni 1988; Lodge 1987;

Reich 1983; Jean Cohen 1990), first, by
clari!ing the'fu ndamental distinction' ;

second, by providing evidence of its

existence in actual politics and markets;

and third, by clarifoing the differences

between decisions in conventional mar-
ket failure and the substance of genuine

social decision: and founh by bringing
out the vital imponance of the differ-
ence for an appropriate handling of the
currenr health crisis in capitalist societ-
ies.

The differences can be collected
in the form of two 'models' of indi-
vidual decision making:

Model I: Individual Decision Mak-
ing In Markets

l. In the market the individual makes

his\her decision within an individual
decision making procedure.
2. He makes a decision that regards his
own benefit. The objective of the deci-
sion is a gain to himself.
3.The process of willing takes the form
of preferential choice. This means that
the individual does not need to justif
his choiceto any oneelse. Formal social
criteria do not penain to the choice, and

in this sense the preferential choice is

arbitrary.
4.The decision making in the market is
concrete. Since the focus is on self
benefit, he need only take a more ab-

stract point of view to a very limited
degree.

5.A preferential choice in the market is
not a deliberative choice. He does not
have to subject his choice to sustained
thought nor does the matter need to be

subject to extensive evaluation. It can

even be a matter of immediate gratifica-
tion.
5. In the foregoing sense, the market
choice is fully "private". It is made

without reference to others; it may be

secret. It need not be defended. No
justification is required. It need not
even be in the individual's real self-
interest.'?
7. Individual decision making in the
market often rests more on preference

than judgment.

Model II: Individual Decision
Making In the State.Sphere

1. In the state the individual makes up
her mind within a social process of
decision making which directly impacts
upon her ownthought process and ratio-
cination of goals and views.
2. Her decision regards her own benefit
but also the benefit of others. and indeed
the benefit ofthe system of individuals.
Why need it regard others? In collective
decisions, relatively few alternative can-

didates and policies can be considered.
In order to schedule one's own pre-
ferred alternative one must interest oth-
ers in it. They will not be interested
unless ego's preferences concerns their
own interests as well.
3. The process of willing involves some

significant degree of deliberated choice
rather thanonly preferential choice. As
in a Presidential campaign. one forms a

preference over an extended period of
time, ftom the primary period through

the n
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the national campaign, Iasting nearly a

year. This may seem surprising in the

era ofthe sound-bite, and some (Fishkin
1991) have rightly pointed to the need to
increase the degree of deliberation in

contemporary democracies. But in seek-

ing to increase citizen deliberation
through the democratic process rather
than through the exchange system

Fishkin is acknowledging what Lane
(1991) denies: that, in some significant
ways, the public sphere affords greater

oppomrnities for other-
regarding deliberations than the market.
4. Individual decision making in the

state often utilizes a higher quotient of
judgment than preference.

The differences between indi-
vidual decision-making in these two
models are matters ofdegree rather than

being black or white. It is not my
conrention that every single decision
made by an individual in the state is

more highly deliberated than any deci-
sion made in the market. Surely some

person's choice of a good doctor will
involve a good deal more deliberation
than some other person's deliberation
on who to vote for. But I do wish to
assert than in broad categories of con-
sumer and political decision there is a

significance difference, albeit one of
degree, distinguishing decisions in the

market and the state.

tem. Individual decision making within
the state has "corrected" individual de-

cision making within the economic sys-

tem to make it more oriented to take

account of others. Government regula-
tion of unhealthful chemicals in food. of
hazardous cosmetic operations, of un-
safe products, all reflect the fafi that

individual decision making in the state

has been more deliberative in reaching a

conclusion; more abstract rather than
just focusing on the concrete individual
case at hand; more deliberative as op-
posed to preferential; more social rather
than individualistic in the thought pro-
cess leading up to a decision; and in
some ways more rational inthechoice of
objectives to pursue.

One major instance is that of
the introduction ofseat belts. Seat-belts

were first introduced by a private enter-
prise, Ford Motor ComPany, but con-

sumer demand was not sufficient for the

company to continue its production.
Provision ofseatbelts did notbecome an

established practice until required by
government regulation (Robert W.
Crandall 1986, pp. 51-55; Dolan and

Goodman 1989, p. 56). Another in-
strnce of a purchase 'corrected" by
individual decision making in the state

is provided in the case ofsilicone breast

implants. At considerable risk to their
health, millions of female consumers
purchased brext implant operations. ln
most cases the objectives were cosmetic
(whether reconstructive after mastectomy

or cosmetic per se), but the risks were
always fundamental. Any major opera-

tion poses a significant risk to the life of
the individual, even when the implanted
substance is safe. The F.D.A. estimates

Trs Crrnlox, May 1994

Evidence of a Qualitative Difference
The recent history of political

economy provides numerous instances

in which individual decision making in
the state has altered the character, objec-
tives and direction of individual deci-
sion making within the economic sys-

u3l
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that 1 .2 million American women have

had implants since 1962.3 Until 1992,

the average number of the operations

performed each yearwas 150,000' ln-

dications are, and have been, that the

operations are unsafe. Some of the

rilevant information was suppressed'

some of it has alwaYs been rumored,

other pieces ofinformation were known

but ignored, but another Pan of the

information was alwaYs available:

'Looking back at the long history of

silicone, it is now clear that there were

many warning signs . . . " The risks of

silicone have been known at least since

the 1960s. The character and extent of

the available knowledge of its hazards

has varied since that time' but there has

always been some knowledge of its

dangers, ever since the American occu-

pation of Japan when transformer fluid

was injected into the breasts of Japanese

women to Please American soldiers'

preference for larger breasted women'

ln the case of the breast im-

plants, the manufacturers' own studies

ofsilicone demonstrate its dangers. Dow

Corning, the leading manufacturer, per-

formed a study of 38 dogs that were

given silicone implants. Of these ani-

mals, one died, one developed a benign

tumor. and two suffered longJasting

inflammation.6 Extrapolating to the

human female population, the implica-

tions are ominous, threatening to rival

the asbestus crisis. Immune system

disorders have long been associated

with silicone implants. Studies in the

1970s showed that the immune system

reacts against implants, producing anti-

bodies that attack both the silicone and

the bodily tissues associated with it.
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These studies are increasingly being

confirmed. Silicone implants also block

mammography tests because silicone is

opaque to X-rays. One study reported

that cancer spread to the lymph nodes in

39 percent more women with implants

than those without implants.? Silicone

gel breast implams ruprured ten times

more often than manufac$rers and plas-

tic surgeons reponed. according to uni-

versity researchers.8 The silicone mi-

grates from a mpture in the implant

ieading to neurological problems and to

gangrene of the hands. Recent com-

plaints point to the breakup of silicone

and to its fragmentation throughout the

breast.
The stop to breast imPlant oP-

erations did not comefiom adecision by

women in the market-place to decline

such operations, even amid a wealth of
new-found information on their haz-

ards. Instead a moratorium on these

operations was declared by the Federal

Drug Adminisuation in 1992 pending

further sody of their safety.'o Private

suppliers of the "service", the Ameri-

can Medical Association, charged the

FDA with sexism for disallowing women

to make their own decisions.'o Mean-

while women. as citizens within the

state, havetacitly expressed their politi-

cal will on the matter by contributing to

the election of a representative govern-

ment that now prohibits these opera-

tions.
A clear Pattern emerges fiom

these cases. A marked preponderance

ofthecalls for safer products come ftom

individual decision making within the

state more than from individual decision

processes within the market. It is the

ll4l
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state which mandated seat belts. Ford
initiated seat belts, but it was finally the

state whose insistence made them a

regularized part of automobile produc-
tion. A similar pattern emerges in the
case ofthe many carcinogens in the food
supply. The consumers don't stop buy-
ing products with carcinogens. More
often than not when progress is made in
this area it is individual decision making
within the state-sphere that leads the
government to ban the carcinogens.
Occasionally rhis is not the case. as in
the instance of the intense popular sup-
port for aspartrme, more familiarly
known under the market name 'Nutra
Sweet". But the rather more character-
istic pattern is discernible in the case of
silicone breast implants. Consumers
continue to obtain them when left to
their own preferences in the market.
Individual decision-making in the sphere

ofthe state is what led tothe moratorium
on funher breast implants. Individual
decision-making in the state, not in the
exchange system, initiated the many
automobile safeguards that we take for
granted today. It is government offi-
cials representing individual citizen de-
cision makers within the sphere of the
state that mandated padded dashboards,
that required rubber bumpers, window
defrosters, head restraints, energy ab-

sorbing steering columns, safer wind-
shield glass, increased side{oor strength
regulations, and on and on (Crandall
1986).

The fact that the individual as

consumer buys the hazardous product
and frequently as citizen of the state

supports the product's restriction or
prohibition suggests that consumers and

Table I Economic Preference and
Political Judgment

Yes No

l. Do you buy or do anything that you

think you should not?

3. Do you buy or do things as a con-
sumer that you think the government
should prohibit or regulate?12 27
(n = 39).

This questionnaire is designned
to probe whether individuals think there

Trm Crmrox, May 1994 u5l

political individuals often have qualita-

tively different kinds of wanm. rather
than displaying the consistency between
market and state posited by public fi-
nance theory and other conventional
schools of political economy.lt A sur-
vey of 39 individuals finds serious sub-

stantive contradictions in their prefer-

ences within the market as well as

numerous inconsistencies as between

their preferences in market and state

(See Table I below and Appendix for
fuller information). Of this group, there

were some 31 cases where an individual
reponed having bought something that
the person thought he/she should not
have purchased. There were 8 individu-
als who said that they like to purchase

certain things in the market that they
think, as citizens in the state, they would
vote to have regulated or prohibited.

28 ll
2. Do you buy or do anlthing that you
wouldn't want a loved one to buy or do?

t6 23
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are criteria ofdecision which they leave

out in the markel which they would take
inro account in rheir decision-making as

citizens of the state. The data indicates
that a substantial number do leave out
important criteria of judgment in the
marketthat they would take inm account
in the political sphere. The data also

supports the contention of the model of
individual decision-making in markets
(see Model 1 above) that market deci-
sion tends to be self-regarding. Several
answers indicare thar their decisions in
the state would be more other-regarding
than their market decisions. For ex-
ample, one person who reported pur-
chasing pornography also favored a

government ban on itbecause hethought
pomography would be detrimental in-
fluence on his little brother. The data
here also suggests that there may be
differences between the level of judg-
ment employed as between market and
state decision. For example, one indi-
vidual who would buy tuna fish as a

consumer nevertheless support govern-
ment restriction of tuna fishing for the
lofty purpose of protecting Dolphins.

l,et us see whether and how
conventional concepts of market failure
can deal with this kind ofphenomenon.
ln panicular we will examine the way in
which one conventional concept of mar-
ket failure might be thought to apply to
the case of the purchase of breast im-
plants. To begin with, suppose an
individual is aware of the risks of a

product, butdesires it anyxay. Suppose
further that her consumption of the
productdoes not hun anyoneelse. And,
finally, suppose thatthere is a sellerwho
wants to provide the service or produce

the product. Since gains from trade can

be made in this case. the economist
would find the exchange efficient. In the

conventional scheme of market failure
we would assume that the individual did
not understand the risks, and then that
the individual is not really gening what
she wanted. There would then be a

market failure in that inefficient trade
occurred. But the case that I have

provided does not "fit" this conven-
tional scheme ofa market failure involv-
ing an information void. Many of the
consumers who knew the risks ofbreast
implants still sought out the implant
operations, and continued to seek them
out right up to the point where the FDA
restricted performance of the operations
amid a noisesome national controversy.
The notion that market failure can occur
even in the presence of understanding
and knowledge of risks supersedes the
forms of market failure acknowledged
by many economists.

But what about the relation of
this data to the view of market failure on
the part of economists who believe con-
sumer preferences should not be sec-

ond-guessed by third parties? To these

conservative economists, such as

Friedman and Friedman (1990, pp. 189-
227), the purchase ofthe operation or of
the cigarette is still efficient despite
known hazards, ifthere is no social cost
to others. Put aside the last consider-
ation (of social cost) for the moment
sothat we can consider the first part of
the conservative economists' concep-
tion of market failure in isolation, for
these are really nvo separable matters.
What the conservative market failure
theorists fail to take into account is that
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many of the same consumers who pur-
chase implant operations or who buy
cigarettes vote in the state for candidates
who propose to ban or restrict these
products and services. In this case. it is
not any third party who is second-
glessing the consumer. Rather many
consumers are second-guessing them-
gglygg when acting as citizens of the
state. Insofar as consumers second-
guess themselves in the state, it vali-
dates the conrcntion advanced here that
a market failure occurred in the case of
available information and willing choice.
Nothing in the conservative or liberal
idea of market failure anticipates or
allows for this. The actual scope of
market failure within the United States

is, then, far surpassing the scope of
available concepts of market failure.
The preceding incidents can not be

brought within the conventional rubric
simply by pointing to the unpaid social
costs of the operations now arising in
connection with the serious side-effects
needing costly treatment. For it still
remains thattheconsumer in many cases

is second-guessing herself, thereby gum-
ming up the standard utility calculus.
Our concepts ofmarket failure therefore
need to be revised and expanded in order
to better recognize this kind ofphenom-
enon.

This pattern raises a question of
why we see a qualitatively differenttype
of outcome fiom individual decision
making in the state versus individual
decision making in the market. What
causes individuals to reach a very differ-
ent outcome ofdecision in the state than
they do in the market? The characteris-
tics specified in the two models of

decision may suggest an answer. Safety
measures may tend to be mandated by
government rather than demanded in the
market because individual decision mak-

ing in the state utilizes more judgment

than it does in the market; because it
tends to rely less on individual preier-
ence: because it tends to be more delib-
erative in the state and less deliberative
in the market: because it tends to be

more abstract in the state and more
concrete in the market; because it is

more other-regarding in the state and

more self-regarding in the market sys-
tem: and because it is more rational in
the state in the sense of taking into
account criteria of judgment besides
merely matters of taste.

As we have seen, much ofmod-
ern economics does not recognize any
difference in the degree to which indi-
vidual decision-making in markets and

state utilizes reasoned judgment. For
George Stigler, there is only one basis

of decision-making: utility maximizing
behavior. The context ofdecision, state

or market, does not in Stigler's view
change the amount of reasoned judg-
ment employed. Nor are social choice
and individual choice distinguished for
Arrow in terms oftheir degree of ratio.
nal judgment. Social choice is simply a

collection of individual preferences, not
a choice utilizing a differential amount
of rational judgment.'The social choice
from any given environment is an aggre-
gation of individual prefererces- tAr-
row 1963, p. 103). Note bedm na sa1

that a social cboice within t}e srae ls
marked by enhancrd judgmt and rea-
son. It is simply reducible ro tu i ri-
vidual preferences, which arc m'er

Tru Crmrory May 1991
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differentiated as between preferences in
a public sphere and preferences in the

market.

Abstract and Concrete Thought in
Decision Making

In attempting to exPlain whY

individual decision making in the state

promotes concerns of safety and health,

while market decisions frequently ne-

glect such issues, it is useful to take into

account abstracl and concrete reasoning

and the conditions that promoteone or
the other.12 Consider for example the

choice of a loaf of bread. Today many

makers of bread add a host of different
chemicals. Bread, once a primordial

subsrance of Western subsistence. is

now a complex processed good utilizing
a variety of chemicals. Some of the

additives to bread may be carcinogens.

Others, like palm oils, may add satu-

rated fats that contribute tothe excessive

amount of fat in the American diet. And
when coupled with all the other unduly
fatty food products on the market, it
contributes to the 500,000 heart bypass

operations performed in the United States

yearly.
Preference in the market is of-

ten insufFrciently abstract in its reason-

ing to evaluate the new form of bread.

In concrete preferential choice, the con-

sumer focuses on what is right in front
of him. what he directly experiences.
The chemicals in the bread may be

tasteless. They are not an object of
consciousness to the consumer mind. It
is not the microscopic chemicals which
are consciously consumed, it is the

macroscopic substance 'bread" that is
present to the mind. Although the

chemicals are in the bread, they are

beyond consciousness in a concrete pref-
erential choice. In order to bring the

issue of the chemicals into conscious-

ness, and make them the objecl ofevalu-
ation, it is necessary for the consumer's

mind to move beyond immediate Per-
cep$al experience, and to form an ab-

stract concept of the bread as a panicu-
lar kind of social substance.'3

Taking into account chemicals

in bread, meats, and fiuits can be

considered a more rational standpoint

than simple preference. Before the

fairly recent advent of modern pro-

cessed agriculrural goods. it was ratio-
nal to evaluate meats without taking into

account the issue oftheir healthfulness.

But once processed meat (such as those

with sodium niuate) becomes a vehicle
not only for providing nutrition but also

for carrying carcinogens into the body,
it is rational to be aware of the issue.

Abstract reasoning can therefore be
judged more rational than preferential

choice in the sense that it takes into

account criteria of healthfulness and not
only of perceptual experience or imme-

diate experience.
Abstract and concrete dimen-

sions of reasoning are also relevant to
the prospect of a breast implant opera-

tion. ln the sphere of private decision.
a woman considering such an operation
is inclined to consider the advantages or
disadvantages ftom the standpoint of
appearance. The needs can be urgent. A
breast implant operation relates to her

need to be able to compete in the sexual

market place. She may be trying to
please a man. He may be evaluating
with her the prospect of her operation.
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and taking into account only the issue of
appearance, and his own sexual status or
the prospect of his own greater sexual
stimulation. But an adequate evaluation
of the prospect of a breast implant
operation calls for abstract reasoning.
One needs to piece one's way tfuough
the evidence on varying types of im-
plant, each with its own distinctive

rypes of hazards. Some are more dan-
gerous than others. But do they eradi-
cate hazards common to both types?
The concern with safety may be itself
relatively abstract. Some of the dangers

may not crop up for 20 years. When the
dangers are not immediate but far off,
they require an ability to evaluate the
hazards from a more abstract point of
view. But if a hundred thousand opera-
tions a year is any guide, the
choicesituation in the market evidently
does not encourage people to utilize this
abstract reasoning and make a more far-
sighted decision. But many of the
people who would obtain an operation
like a breast implant also vote into office
representatives who will empower a

bureaucracy to ban the very same opera-
tion. Many of those who would have a
breast implant operation would not en-

courage any one else to have such an

operation; might even support a general

ban on the operations.

Contextual Versus A-Contextual
Reasoning In Decision Making

If we were to follow modern
economics in our attempt to explain
differences in decisions reached within
state and market. we would learn that
decision-making is essentially a-contex-
tual. Kerureth Arrow (1969,60) states

that 'since the same agents appear in
both systems [the'state" and the 'price
system"] it becomes equally natural to
assume that they have the same mo-
tives." In so saying, he implicitly ad-

heres to a view that the context of
decision does not affect the character of
decision. lf one adheres to this view
then there is not a qualitative difference
in the kind of decisions we can expect
within the differential contexts of state

and economy. This is inferable ftom
Arrow's statement because motives
would be invariant in different systems
only if context left motive untouched.
On this basis, decision-making in much
of modern economic thought can be

designated 'a-contextual ". The idea of
preference-maximizing subject to con-
straint does not preclude that such deci-
sions are a-contextual in neo-classical
thought.

But John Stuan Mill gives us

reason to thint the context of decision
matters to the outcome of decision by
affecting the formation ofdecision. One
of the most illuminating points of his
imponant analysis in Consideraions
On Representaive Government is the
account of why some decisions tend to
be more other-regarding and abstract
while another set of decisions tends to
be self-regarding and concrete. Differ-
ences in context of decision provide the
basis of explanation for self-regarding
and other-regarding decisions.

The discipline of performing a

social task enlarges a person's concep-
tions and sentiments, broadening them
to take account of other persons and

other criteria of judgment. Activity
within the state reinforces broader sen-
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timents and conceptions by providing
tasks of citizenship that give experience
in performing social functions.
Whatis. .. imponanr. . . is the pracrical
discipline which the character obtains
f?om the occasional demand made upon
the citizen to exercise, for a time and in
turn, some social function. U.S.Mill
1948, p. l49l
Presuming a-contextual decision, mod-
ern economic thought leaves unexamined
the ways in which ordinary life scarcely
contributes to the formation of any ex-
tended conceptions and sentiments on
the individual's pan. The need for such
an examination is therefore as great now
as it was when Mill identified it many
years ago:

It is not suffrciently considered how
Iittle there is in most men's ordinary life
to give any largeness either to their
conceptions or to their sentiments.

lJ.S.Mill 1%8, p. 1491

The character of work significantly ac-
counts, Mill explains, for the self-re-
garding character of the individual.

In work, one is primarily occu-
pied with the problem of satisfying
one's wants, and so, work focuses the
person on the most self-regarding di-
mension of the self: the satisfaction of
wants. The degree to which wants are
perceived as self-regarding in modern
economic thought is indicated in Arrow's
statement that men do not share stom-
achs, and so must oftrecessity be ori-
ented toward self-benefit in their con-
sumption decisions. The routine charac-
ter of work contributes to making the
self-regarding orientation habitual and
characterological, not simply a discre-
tionary perspective donned as one deems

I
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appropriate. As a routine performed
day in and day out, for much or most of
the waking hours of a person's life,
whatever character work has is likely to
be deeply inscribed on a person's na-

ture. With that routine directed at the
satisfaction of wants, which is primarily
self-relating activity, the person's con-
sciousness is inscribed with all the sen-

timens of self-regard, and scarcely any
regard for others or for the whole.
"[N]either the thing done, nor the pro-
cess of doing it, introduces the mind to
thoughts or feelings extending beyond
individuals" (J. S. Mill 1948, p. 149).
Indeed, as Mill instructs, the conditions
of ordinary life form an active force
breaking down broader consciousness,
rather than simply being passively defi-
cient in the supply of conditions forma-
tive ofgeneral perspectives: '[W]ork is

. . . not a labour of love, but of self-
interest in the most elementary form"
(J.S.Mill 1948, p. 149).

Neoclassical economic thought
does not take these perceprions into
account in part because it is blind-sided
by its conception of the individual as a
utility maximizer, that is, a person for
whom the amount and kind of work is

simply a derivative expression of his
preferences (dispreferences) toward la-
bor and leisure. Where preferences are
taken to be elemental parts of the self,
and work is consequently simply the
expression of preferences and a means

to their satisfaction, work experience
iself can't be understood as something
that reacts back upon the self, as a

formative condition of consciousness
and its perspectives. Thinking this way,
neoclassical economics strongly tends l!

[20]
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lic duty assigned him to be consider-
able, it makes him an educated man. . .

. [T]he practice of the dicastery and the

ecclesia raised the intellectual standard
of an average Athenian far beyond any-
thing of which there is yet an example in
any other mass of men.. . . A benefit of
the same kind is produced on
Englishmen of the lower middle class by
their liability to be placed on juries and

to serve parish offices; which . . . makes

themvery different beings, in range of
ideas and development offaculties, from
those who have done nothing in their
lives but drive a quill, or sell goods over
the counter. [Mill 1948, p. 150

Having a greater range of ideas

and higher intellectual standards, better
equips a person for the tasks of abstract
reasoning that enable him to take into
account factors that are not in the im-
mediate environment.

Public life does not only pro-
vide more information, but also affects
the character and quality of reasoning .

And so the failures ofthe market can not
simply be understood in terms of its
limited capacity to provide informati on.
The failures ofthe market has to do with
the kind ofperson it produces relative to
the kind of person produced within the
state. Life in the state sphere affords the
person more information about other
persons, and changes the person by
involving him with the welfare ofothers
rather than simply his private interest.
Still more salutary is the moral part of
the instruction afforded by thepanicipa-
tion ofthe private citizen . . . in public
functions. He is called upon, while so

engaged, to weigh interests that are not
his own; to be guided, in case of con-
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to assume that a narrowness ofspirit and

ofperspective is inherent in the person,
leading neoclassical theorists to the view
that this spirit is something one cannot-
-and so should not--try to do anything
about. But Mill's simple description of
work. and of how it fixes minds on
narrow perspectives of the self, refutes
utility maximization as a general theory
ofthe self. Pace Stigler (1975, p. 137)

when he says "there is only one general

theory of human behavior, and that is
utility maximizing theory. " The theory
of utility maximization is revealed to be

an overextended theory of human be-
havior, whose postulated self-regarding
aims and actions are merely derivative
ofthe context ofwork, and other condi-
tions of market life.

Another mode ofreasoning and
another ' Iarger " and more abstract per-
spective of the self is generated within
another context, the public sphere, and

the experiences it affords the individual.
This then suggests the existence of a

second theory of human behavior, in
which a second context of decision
effects reasoning in a different way.
Many philosophers contribute to this
argument, beginning with Aristotle. But
the dominance of neoclassical thought
in political economy indicates that the
argument needs to be reinvented or at
least the faltering banner needs to be

upheld. Participation in the public sphere
and in public functioning educates a

person, increasing the range of ideas

and the development of faculties.
Giving him [the ordinary man]

something to do for the public, supplies,
in a measure, all these deficiencies. If
circumstances allow the amount ofpub-
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flicting claims. by another rule than his
private partialities; to apply at every
rurn, principles and maxims which have

for their reason of existence the com-
mon good. . . [Mill 1948, p. 150]
Instead of merely gaining better infor-
mation for optimizing a given prefer-
ence function, immersion in public Iife
transforms the person's preferences in a
way that increases his/her orientation
toward general interests:

[H]e usually finds associated with him
in the same work minds more familiar-
ized than his own with these ideas and

operations, whose study it will be to
supply reasons to his understanding,
and stimulation to his feeling for the
general interest. He is made to fell
himself one ofthe public, and whatever
is for their benefit to be for his benefit.

[Mill 1948. p. 150]

De Toqueville also sees a socially deter-
mined choice, not choice per se, at the
bonom of the individual decision ro
afiend to the interests of the public; and
he sees this choice as conditioned, more
specifically. by experience of serving
the public good:
Men attend to the interests ofthe public,
first by necessity, afterwards by choice;
what was inrentional becomes an in-
stinct, and by dint of working for the
good of one's fellow citizens, the habit
and the taste for serving them are at
length required. [945 , II, p. I l2l

Different kinds ofdecision pro-
cesses--market decisions and decisions
in the state sphere--are then, not merely
different ways of reaching decisions,
they are ways of producing different
desires and goals. Market choice is
structured choice even though decen-

tralized. It is structured to produce
more individualistic and more 'con-
crete" outcomes than decisions in the
state. The choice of market decision-
making versus governmental decision
making is, then, a choice of a wav of
forming needs and judgments. Anditis,
to some significant extent, a choice of
which kind ofneed to have: the need to
satisfJ wants and preferences or the
need to satisry reasoned judgment.

Implications for the Health
and Safety Crisis

The foregoing analysis indicates
that public decision contexts contribute
significantly to the citizen's ability to
deal with health and safety questions,
and that the utility ofthe statesphere can
not be superseded even if conventional
market failures could be entirely over-
come. In the prevailing health and
safety crisis, the state sphere has special
value due its effect on the person's
capacity for abstract reasoning and ab-
stract poins of view. Correlatively,
private decision-making carries an in-
herent deficiency in this area as a result
of concrete reasoning patterns engen-
dered by the market context. Because
the market encourages acting on prefer-
ences rather than on deliberation, one is
not as likely to take into account the
criteria of safety relevant to the choice
of a breast implant operation, choice of
processed food with high cholesterol,
choice ofa car. Market decision-making
concentrates the consumer's aftention
on satisfying immediate desires, rather
than taking into account non-sensory
and d istant considerations like the chemi-
cal composition of the food. But once

Tb
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food has been subject to a process of
ongoing innovation affecting its basic
chemical composition, there are other
mafiers of importance to consider. Pub-
lic decision-making on these maEers has

some special advantages because it en-

courages deliberative, abstract reason-
ing. In public where one's decision will
affect others, those people will demand
reasons or at least acceptable passions.

Government is, as Thomas McCarthy
t 1991. p. xi)points out. -publicly moni-
tored through the informed and critical
discourse !y the people". They can

compel the government to justit, its
policy initiatives. This can force the
government to give an exposition ofthe
relevant scientific information and to
justifl its position in light of the scien-
tific evidence. By increasing the degree

of abstraction of choice, the deliberation
of choice, and the other-oriented char-
acter of choice, public decision-making
alters the substantive outcomes ofchoice.
The utilization ofthe abstract reasoning
encourages an individual's use ofsafety
criteria. The difference between public
and market decision is therefore notjust
a difference in venue; it not just differ-
ent in the degree to which it takes into
account socialcoss; it is a difference in
the kind of decision and the quality of
the decision in certain matters.

The Aufgehoben of Market Failure
The problem of decision mak-

ing posed and examined in this article
was found to be irreducible to market
failure as typically understood. The
problem is a market failure in a sense,

but of a more inherent and profound
type than ordinarily contemplated.

Market failure usually arises when the
market fails to provide an optimal re-
sult. The state steps in to provide a
better solution to the optimizing prob-
lem given in the market. The failure to
provide an optimal result is usually
thought to arise fiom inadequate infor-
mation or from a failure of decision
makers to take into account the social
costs oftheir actions. Ifpeople have the
information about a dangerous product,
but purchase it anyrvay, they would be

considered to be solving a maximization
problem (assuming there were no social
cost). And no failure of the market
would be in evidence.

In contrast to the conventional
economists' view, this analysis shows
rhat there can still be a failure in this case

even if there are no social costs, and

even if the person has adequately com-
pleted a market maximization problem.
In many cases, people who will con-
sume a hazardous product in the market,
will nevertheless vote to have it banned
when they are acting in their capacity as

citizens of the state. In this case there is
a failure of the market to elicit the kind
ofjudgments that individuals ultimately
wish to rest on. The individual knows
the product is dangerous, believes the
Corvair is 'Unsafe At Any Speed", but
buys it anyrvay as part of his utility-
maximizing calculus. But in the state

sphere the same citizen votes for a

candidate who supports regulation of
that car. There are numeroussuch ex-
amples. Many people who smoke nev-
ertheless feel that smoking should be

banned or restricted. This kind of
example suggess that the optimizing
problem in the market is misconstructed,
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equate. In order to grasP the full
magniode of the market's incompeten-

cies we need to move beYond a formal

distinction between markets and state,

and continue to move toward a qualim-

tive difference in the kind of decision

affordable by these systems.

Conclusion
This analYsis suggests that in-

stead of there being a single general

theory of decision, there are two quali-

tatively different kinds of decision: one

is characterized by a public form of

individual decision making; the other

consists of more independent decisions

within the exchange system. The analy-

sis further suggests the difference be-

tween them specifically takes the form

of a class of decisions, on one side,

which are more abstract, more oriented

toward others, ald more oriented to-

ward safety and health; and a second

class of decisions, on the other side,

which ue relatively concrete' oriented

toward self-gain, and focused on the

satisfactions of wants and preferences'

The endemic Problems of health and

safety within the market are attributed to

the character of decisions engendered

hy the context of the market. Empirical

evidence suggests that greater impetus

toward safety and health measures origi-

nates with public decision-making within

the state. Regulation receives 'three

cheers" on this account. Recourse to

increased public decision making in the

health field can be held out as a way of
dealing more effectively and reasonably

with problems of carcinogens perva-

sively found in the food suPPlY, the

purchase of dangerous consumer prod-

E
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not merely that the market fails to pro-

vide adequate information for a valid

optimizing game.

In the other fundamental case

treated in this anicle a woman in the

market decides to purchase a silicone

breast implant operation. She feels

particularly strong needs to improve her

ipp""tun"", assuming that this would

improve her appearance. So she as a

private decision maker wans, and is

willing, to get the operation done But

when the matter comes up for a political

decision, and she must contemplate the

rightness ofthe operations for society as

a whole. she concludes it's a bad thing'

and votes for the candidate who opposes

the legality ofthese operations. This too

shows the failure the standard market

failure approach. In fact the results of
the social decision suggest that the pri-

vate optimizing decision in safety and

health matters can be a reckless way of
going about safety oriented decision-

making.
The kind of Problem defined

here can notbe subsumed under conven-

tional market failure. Neoclassical po-

litical economy does not recognize a

difference between judgment and pref-

erence. It does not acknowledgethat the

preference ordering in the state is more

other-regarding that it is in the market

system. It does not recognize that there

is a categorical difference, between ab-

stract reasoning and concrete reason-

ing, in the kind of information available

inthepublic sphere relative to that in the

market. Ifthese factors come into play,

and not only the amount of information

or the incorporation ofsocial costs, then

the market failure paradigm is inad-

[24]
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cinogens perva-
bod supply, the
; consumer prod-

ucts (like 150,000 silicone breast im-
plant operations every year since 1962),

and excessive fat and cholesterol in the
food supply (significantly responsible
for 500.000 hean bypass operations

needed every year).
The preliminary "theory" of

social decision sketched here suggests

that a great deal more social decision
making is justified, in contrast to the
view of "free" market advocates. If
there were only one form of decision
making, utility maximization, then any
interposition by the state, undertaken to
alter market allocations- would indeed

be a coercive violation of individual
fieedom, quite as Friedman contends in
his classic work Capitalism and Free-
dom. But the finding here, that fiee
willing has dual forms, suggests that
according nearly unlimited scope to
private decision simp ly negates
freedom's other half. The results ofthis
analysis further quali! Lindblom's as-

sessment of the relative merits of ex-
change and authority as methods of
social decision. As noted earlier, the
former are privileged by Lindblom in
terms of their degre€ of precision. If
individual decision-making in the state
promotes judgment, other-regarding
concern, and the use of abstract reason-
ing, then market exchange is corre-
spondingly less "precise" along these

dimensions, thereby justifying greater
government intervention in substantive
consumption decisions than Lindblom's
political economy generally provides a

basis for.
Appendix

In order to determine if there

are differences berueen private decision
making and public decision making. a

class of students were asked three ques-

tions:14

l. Do you buy or do anything thar you
think you shouldn't do or buy?
2. Do you buy or do anything that you

think you wouldn't want your brother,
sister or loved one to do or buy?
3. Is there any thing that you would buy
or do in rhe market but which as a citizen
of the state you would prefer that the

state prohibit or regulate?
The purpose of the first question is to
determine if there are criteria of deci-
sion that private decision makers think
that they leave out. Instances of this
kind can be a basis for considering
whether another decision forum would
evoke categorically different kinds of
decision. The purpose of the second
question is to determine if decisions
differ when one takes other persons into
account. Examples of this kind tend to
suggest that public decision would dif-
fer from private decision because it
tends to force people to take a public
perspective. The argument that it causes

a difference in perspective is well pre-

sented by J.S.Mill.

1. A. Do something or buy something

that one thinks one shouldn't do or buy:
28 students.

B. Do not do or buy anlthing that you
think you shouldn't do or buy: 1l stu-
dents.

C.Examples of things you do or buy
that you think you shouldn't do or buy.
Eating processed food, missing classes,

not studyitrg, eating red meat, not pay-
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ing attention to my diet, underage drink-
ing, driving without studded tires and

without four-wheel drive, driving with
others who are drunk, chewing tobacco,
eating unhealthy food. living in a city.
being passive when I hear racist re-
mark. driving in Alaska, rcrkclimbing,
drinking soda, driving in Alaska,
snowboarding, using aerosol sprays,
making love to my husband, eating
sausages. riding show horses. eating
chocolate and Haagen-Daz, eating fast
food and Whoppers, eating at
McDonald's, downhill skiing, driving
unsafely, snowmachining. bungeejump-
ing, racing motocross, watching televi-
sion, smoking, eating too much, and

speeding.
2. A. Do something that you wouldn't
want your brother, sister or loved one to
do: 16 sodents

B. Do not do or buy anything that you
wouldn't want your brother, sister of
loved one to do: 16 students.

C. Examples ofthings that you do or
buy that you would not want a loved one
to do.
Buying soldier of fortune Magazine,
reading pornography, binh control,
dating a hockey player, eatingunhealthy
foods, chewing tobacco, binh control
pills, riding a Harley Davidson, casual

sex, not wearing a hardhat when riding,
eating ciunpus food, taking acid, pot,
alcohol, smoking, dog-pulling while
riding bike, riding motorcycle.
3. A. Willingly do or buy things as a
consumer which as a citizen you think
the government should prohibit or regu-
late? 12 students
B. Do not buy anything that one would

want prohibircd or regulated: 13 stu-
dents

C. Examples of things that you do or
buy things that you would want regu-
lated or prohibited: pornography, buy-
ing tuna fish (want it regulated to save

Dotphins), food, food additives, gaso-

line, want to be rich but think income
should be taxed, smoking, alcohol.

Noles

tThere are a number of analysts who
formulate social wants in a fundamen-
tally different way than private wants.
but they are usually though not always
found outside the mainstream of eco-
nomic and political theoriss. These

include Habermas 1991: Barber 1984:

Etzioni 1988; Lodge 1987; Reich 1983.

'?Some utilitarials such as Harsanyi and
Mirrlees (See Sen 1982, pp. 9-10) argue
that the theory ofrational choice should
only utilize a person's 'real" or 'true"
preferences. But such abstract posits
only avoid the problem of the degree to
which actual individual decision-mak-
ing in markets aims atdeveloping real or
true preferences.
3Philip J. Hilts, 'Studies See Greater
Implant Danger," New York Times,
February 19, 1992, p. A7 .

o "Medical Journal Assails Curbs on
Breast Implants, " New York Times
Thursday June 18, 1992, p. A21.
sPhilip J. Hilts, "Strange History of
Silicone Held Many Warning Signs",
New York Times. Januar.v 18. 1992. p. I .

6Editorial 'Implants and Halcion: the
Shadow" New York Times, Friday, Janu-
ary 24, 1942. See also Philip J. Hilts

E-.
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'Srange History . . . " pp. 1, 8.
TPhilip J. Hilts 'SturgeHistory. . . ' p. 8.
sPhilip J. Hilts 'Studies See Greater Im-
plant Danger" p. A7.
?hilip J. Hilts, 'Strange Hisrory . . . ," p. 8.
10'Medical Journal Assails Curbs On Breast

Implants", New York Times, June 18,

1992,p. nJr.
llln addition to the foregoing evidence

there is a legion of anecdotal evidence for
this conclusion. See for example 'Side-
walk Talk," The Sun Star February 2,

1993. See also case of individual who
rode a motorcycle without a helmut but
who supports a law requiring a helmut.
'Motorcycle Helrnut Bill Elicits Wide
Opinions, " The New York Times. Febru-

ary 17 , 1993, Section A page 15.

'An insightful analysis of the role of
abstact and concrete reasoning in deci
sion makins is kvine The Fomess and

ttre Market Version: July 191, unpub-
lished manuscript.
r3The concept of bread as a social sub-

stance is introduc€d by David P. bvine
l4Political Economy 100X Fall 193.

University hess.
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Yeshiva University and the
Church-State Question

by Sender Cohen

Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion or prohib-
itingthefree exercise thereof; or abridg-
ing the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peace-
ably to assemble, and to pa ion the
Government for a redress of grievances.

'kt us declare what the Yeshiva is not.
It is not the street, the world, it is not
America, it is not a place for women or
for ftee thinkers. It never was. It can
never be. "

- Rabbi Aharon Kahn, Rosh
Yeshiva. Rabbi Isaac Elchanon Theo-
logical Seminary, an ffiliae of Ye-
shiva Universityl

Yeshiva University is a para-
dox. It exists in part because of the
insight and foresight ofAmerica's found-
ing fathers in their crafting ofthe consti-
tution, yet (at least according to the
right-wing rabbis ofthe Yeshiva side) it
stands contrary to a good deal of what
the founding fathers held dear. Yeshiva
University (YU) would not have to
think fwice about its sometimes vehe-
ment opposition to the exercise of free

speech and freedom of religion by its
constituents if it had never opted to
accept government funding. As Rabbi
Kahn has stated- 'We should never have

created structures which so depend on
government funds that we have to com-
promise our attitudes and postures. "r
But Yeshiva did accept government
funds, and ever since it has struggled to
reconcile its acceptance of these funds
with its religious and political stances.

In recent years, the Courts have
gone farther than ever in applying the

doctrine of sepa.ration of Church and

State. In fact, various religious groups

have joined in the litigation that led to
recent separation decisions (including
the National Council of Churches, the
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Af-
fairs, and the American Jewish Con-
gress). Specifically, the American Jew-
ish Congress has opposed the instiru-
tionalizing of Christianity in schools
and public ceremonies, and southern
Baptist groups have opposed aid to
Catholic schools.3 But as Gary Wills
writes. 'That is in a great American
tradition. The churches that want to
protect their own orthodoxy help
disestablishment by keeping state sup-
port from 'heretics'. "4 Religious orga-
nizations fight constantly to keep the

SeNnsn CoHeN is graduating ftom Yeshiva College in June 1994 with a
major in history. He is the former Editor-in-Chief of Ifte Commentator.
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State ftom supponing the inculcation of
religious values within any segment of
society (witness the prayer in public

school debate). The result of the ver-

dicts in these cases have in turn broad-
ened the doctrine of separation, making
it increasingly difficult for private insti-

tutions to impan any sort of religious
values to their students while simulta-
neously accepting government largesse.

It cuts both ways; no religion in public

institutions; therefore no government

funding to religious private institutions.
In the late 1960s, Yeshiva Uni-

versity, like so many other educational

institutions at the time, was suffering
from a severe financial crisis as a result

of over<xtended budges. The Univer-
sity felt compelled to accept govemment
funding as a means of alleviating the

strain on its budget. In 196758, the
instiotion was thiny-eighth inthe coun-
try in the amount of Federal assistance

it received. In 1970, YU received a full
twenty percent of its budget as govem-

ment funding in various forms.5
As a result of this ever increas-

ing need on the pan of private institu-
tions for government funds, Governor
Nelson Rockefeller established a com-
mittee headed by McGeorge Bundy to
srudy the feasibility of state aid to pri-
vate institutions. This committee's
finding's led to the so-called 'Bundy
Law", which granted aid to private,
non-sectarian colleges on the basis of
the number of degrees awarded each

year by the institutions. Yeshiva Uni-
versity, to qualifo for this state funding,
had to formally declare itself a non-
sectarian school. This was done to com-
ply with the New York State

Constitution's Blaine Amendment's pro-

vision that public money not be used to

aid schools under the control and direc-
tion of any religious denomination6:
Neither the State nor any subdivision
thereofshall use its property or credit or
any public money or authorize or permil
either to be used, directly or indirectly,
in aid or maintenance... of any school or
institution of learning wholly or in pan
under the control or direction of any

religious denomination or in which any

denominational tenet or doctrine is

taught...
In order to satisry the state's

legalrequirements, Yeshiva had to sepa-

rate the religious division, RIETS, from
the remainder of the University.? Al-
ready in 1967 the New York Board of
Regents had issued a new charter to
Yeshiva University making it an educa-
tional corporation: this was done in
response to a University petition that
Yeshiva should be changed from a 'mem-
bership" corporation to ar educational

one. The new charter removed RIETS
from the Yeshiva University corporate
stmchrre; despite RIETS having been

called an affiliate at the time, however,
its real corporate status was not defined
until 1969. At that time Yeshiva ap-

plied, and received approval for, a new

corporate structure for RIETS. RIETS
became a separate corporation, divorced
from all ties to the University.E The
Seminary retained the Muss Residence
Hall and Tanenbaum Hell, but all other

assets remained under the control of the
University's Board of Trustees.

The Seminary's trustees subse-

quently signed an affiliation contract
with the university in which the Uni-

L*
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iliation contract
which the Uni-

versity agreed to provide its facilities
for the Seminary's use ald to cover all
costs incurred by RIETS'. All the legal

maneuvering from 1967 on had as its
impetus the University's desire to con-

form to the Blaine Amendment's re-
quirements.

With the revision of the
University's charter came the abolish-
ment of the BRE, Bachelor of Hebrew
ktters, and Master of Hebrew I-etters

degrees, which were viewed by the state

as religious in nature. Moreover, the

course catalog was revised at the time.
and specific mention was made of the
irrelevance of race etc. in the admis-
sionscriteria- a policy to which Yeshiva
had always been legally bound, but had

never before been compelled to publi-
cize. Rabbi Israel Miller, Senior Vice-
President. pointed out that Yeshiva re-
mains, ' very conscious of the Church
state issue here; in all of our publica-
tions we make sure that the wording is

correct. "ro

Furthermore, the Bible courses

were incorporated into the Hebrew De-
piutment, and the 1969-1970 course

catalog made no mention under degree
requirements of the necessity of attend-
ing a Jewish studies division.t' How-
ever, under pressure from the Student
Organization of Yeshiva (SOY), the
University drafted amemo which stated:

Yeshiva College has the unique feature

of requiring each student to be enrolled
throughout his stay in a full course of
study either inthe YeshivaProgram, the
Erna Michael College, the James Striar
School, or in any equivalent program
approved by the University.

The University had omitted the b) This new corporation be given as

t3ll

Jewish studies requirement from the

catalog in order to assure eligibility for
Srate funding. As a non-sectarian insti-
tution. YU is not permitted to require
the teaching of religious dogma to the

srudents. ln response to a question on

this issue, Rabbi Israel Miller empha-

sized that 'We [Yeshiva] are not an

indoctrinating institution", and explained
that the required course-work of Tal-
mud or Bible in Hebrew is no different
than another university requiring the

study of Plato in Greek. He emphasized

that, "When you learn Talmud you are

not indoctrinating religion; you are learn-

ing textual material", and that, 'YU has

Jewish studies, not religious studies. "
He stipulated that entbrcement

of overtly religious practices, such as

mandatory shacharir (morning prayers)
attendance, is no longer permitted at

Yeshiva, and concluded that, 'Wewould
not be permined to require of every
srudent that he take a class, letussay, in
Jewish law, whichwould try to indoctri-
nate the students. "

The revised University chaner
caused a great uproar among students
who feared the secularization of the

institution. On April8, 1970, four RIETS
students presented Dr. Belkin with a list
of demands,r: asking that :

a) The corporate structure of YU be

changed so that RIETS (both graduate

and undergraduate), Yeshiva College,
Erna Michael College, James Striar
School, Stern and Teacher's lnstirute
for Women be established as a separate

corporation independent of the other
divisions of the University.

Tm Crmrory May 1994
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assets classroom, dormitory and library
buildings currently used by it, as well as

an equitable share of the endowment.

c) All new camlogs issued under the
pressure of the present chaners be im-
mediately withdrawn and new ones stat-
ing conspicuously the requirements for
a double program be issued as soon as

possible and forwarded to Albany.

d) Salaries of the religious faculty be

raised to at least parity with those ofthe
College faculty.

e) Faculty councils of the respective
religious divisions be empowered to set

definitive policy with respect to admis-
sions, curriculum, and degree and
Jerfl icft a requirements.

0 The Belfer Graduate School of Sci-
ence and its buildings should be totally
shut down on Shabbat and Yom Toy-

But aYC student, Aaron Lewin,
wrote in the February 19, 1910 Con-
mentator:

From an objective, non+mo-
tional stance, one must surely admitthat
no demonstrative effects have occurred
in the day+o{ay life of the school.
Every student still attends Judaic studies
classes, a minyan is still held each
morning, noon, and evening, and Shabbat
observance is still maintained in the
dormitories. 13 There is, of course,
deviation from the norm, but certainly
no more than can be expected from the
heterogeneous nature ofthe student popu-
lation and cenainly non{irectly attrib-

utable to the newly discovered non-
sectarian definition of the school.

A good paft of the alarm re-
cently expressed stems from the feeling
that with this new legal posture YU
forfeits the right or the ability to enfbrce
'religiosity" within the school, and the
specter is raised of a YU overrun by
non-Jews and by Jews who openly flout
religious values and who 'opt out" of
taking any judaic studies. But surely
'religiosity' is not a forcible commodity
and the success of YU till now in
maintaining religious values and a reli-
gious atmosphere is due directly to the
joined effons and will of adminisrra-
tors, teachers and students alike. Its
success in the future surely hinges on the
same and not on legal posturings and
catalogue productions.

Eventually, the controversy
settled down as students were assured
that in practice the University would in
fact continue to operate as before. Ex-
plained Rabbi Miller, 'A lot of people
were afraid when RIETS was separated
out as a corporate entity that we would
not be able to maintain it [the atmo-
spherel... the Rav made a speech.. stu-
dens really reacted, we tried to calm
them and say, 'Look, you're dealing
with people you have to haveconfidence
in, we are not going to take Yeshiva and
move it down the wrong road. "

When asked what the Yeshiva
would do ifthese protesters' fears were
realized and a non-Jew applied to Ye-
shiva College, Rabbi Miller answered,
"Suppose a non-Jewish sodent were to
register for Yeshiva College and say '
I'm going to take the Hebrew courses,
that would not represent a problem to

us---It wqr
someone dr

eat a ham
handle it p

sure to be
spherc we I

Itrl
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us...It would be a problem for us if
someone decided that openly he would
eat a ham sandwich, but we would
handle it properly. legally, and make

sure to be able to maintain the atmo-
sphere we have. "

In fact. two non-Jewish women
applied to Stern and were accepted inthe
early seventies, but, Rabbi Miller ex-
plained, '[ They were admitted be-
causel they fulfilled all the require-
ments... but they found it very difFrcult
to keep up with the Jewish studies..."
and they both subsequently dropped
out.

The legal fiction created by the
RIETS-YU separation has developed
into a situation that is somewhat pecu-

liar. For example, when RIETS con-
ducts classes in Furst Hall they pay, at

least on paper, rent to the University.14
The Public Relations Depanment (which
is located, in is entirety, in Furst Halt)
has two different letterheads on its
stationery, one with the name RIETS
and the address of the RIETS office,
2540 Amsterdam: the other with the
name YU and the Furst Hal[ address,

500 West 185th Street. Other depart-
ments within YU, such as the Registrar
and the Office ofstudent Finance, have

a similar split personality,
This peculiar situation has put

YU in a number ofpolitically precarious
situations. Most recently, the contro-
versy surrounding last year's Israel Day
Parade comes to mind. The Rabbis at

YU roundly condemned the parade on
the grounds that gay participation pre-
cluded Yeshiva's, as if to say that YU
and its high school's participation in the

paradewould be seen as a sanction ofthe
gay lifestyle and the synagogue Congre-
gation Beit Simchat Torah. However.
Rabbi Lamm did not condemn the pa-

rade. An administrator's explained that
as a result o[ the state aid the University
receives, Rabbi Lamm has to be ex-
tremely careful about the positions he

takes on issues that involve possible

discrimination by the University. This
administrator explained that a univer-
sity such as St. John's, which is subsi-

dized by the Church and receives no
government funding, is allowed much
more flexibility in dealing with groups

it does not desire within its system. Last
year the Student Council at St. John's
decided, with University backing, to
prohibit the formation of a gay student
government organization, while Yeshiva
would not be able to do this as a result
of the aid it receives.

Rabbi l-amm is in fact president
of two separate institutions, YU and

RIETS. Rabbi Miller pointed outthat, '
if he were only the president of RIETS
he could have done whatever he wanted

[with regard to the Israel Day Parade],
but there are rules, governmental rules,
about not in any way discriminating
against gays and lesbians, I mean the
Catholic Cardinal can say what he wants,

but Rabbi Lamm has to be careful be-
cause he is the president of Yeshiva
University. "

Rabbi Miller explained that the
only aspect ofthe graduate schools thu
is remotely religious is the closing of the
libraries and other buildings on Slulbar
md Yom rov, and the requirement that
only kosher food be served in their

Trn Ct truox, Moy 1994 [33]
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cafeterias. Currently, both Einstein and

Cardozo have homosexual sndent
groups. and despire rhe condemnation

of rabbis both within and outside the

University, the school has to let these

groups exist because of the prohibition

against discriminadon on the basis of
sexual orientation that comes with the

goverrunent funds. Earlier this year

rhere was a move bY the srudens in

Wurzweiler 0USSW) towards forming

a gay student organization. On Sunday

afternoon. December 5, 1993, six

Wurzweiler sodents met in Belfer Hall
to discuss 'issues ofconcern" to homo-

sexuals. Moreover, it is estimated that

5-10 percent ofthe WSSW sodent body

identify themselves as gay.16 Yeshiva's

official response to the meeting was

issued through the Dean of Student's

Office:
We understand that a small

group of WSSW students Plan to meet

Sunday to discuss whatthey have called

gay and lesbian issues. Our legal coun-

sel advises us that we are required to
permit the meeting to proceed. We will
do what the law requires and no more.

Another recent event that demonstrates

the problem of Yeshiva trying to regu-

late the type of students it accepts is the

application of awomanto NETS. Haviva

Krasner-Davidsory a 24 yeu old resi-

dent of Washington, D.C., submitted

her application earlier this year. She

acknowledged that a rejection was in-

evitable, ' although I would like to be

accepted, I'm really not expecting it.

However, even if I'm not [acceptedl, I
hope this paves the waY for someone

down the line."'7 RIETS did reject her'

but as Rabbi Miller noted, RIETS re-

serves the rightto admit or reject whom-

ever it wishes because it is independent

of the University. and does not receive

government funds.
Since first accepting govern-

ment assistaDce, Yeshiva has mirnaged

to walk the fine line of remaining an

institution with a religious Jewish envi-

ronment, while at the same time meeting

the Government's requiremens regald-

ing non-sectarianism. With hindsight, it
appears that the fears of members ofthe

University community that Yeshiva

would lose its religious character as a

result of accepting government funds

have proven to be unfounded.
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For as long as I can remember,
I have been an avid reader ofthe Jewish
weeklies flooding my mailbox on Fri-
day mornings. Anxiously, I would pull
them out and rifle through their pages,
glancing cursorily atthe headlines, hop-
ing to see my n:lme somewhere in the
mountains ofnewsprint. Then, I would
sit down and proceed to digest each one
-- cover to cover-- classifieds included.
As I have gotten older, these newspa-
pers, with titles such as The Jewish
Week, The Jewish Press, and The .Iew-
ish World, have come to mean much
more to me. As I sit and listen quietly
to my father's friends in shul heatedly
discuss the latest anicle in The Jewish
Week or Thc Jewish Press. it occurs to
me these newspapers are read carefully
by a lot of people in my community, as

well as in many others, be they Ortho-
dox, Reform, or Conservative. These
newspapers, with their fearure stories
and editorials, exert tremendous influ-
ence on the Jewish community-atJarge.

As an editor on the student
newspaper here at YU, I am keenly

aware of what goes into the making of a
newspaper, especially a Jewish newspa-
per. This awareness led to me to wonder
how my professional counterparts in the
small, highly specialized world of Jew-
ish journalism differed ftom me and
ftom each other. What are the driving
forces behind each paper? What mes-
sages. if any. are they trying to transmit
to the Jewish communiry - their pri-
mary market? What are the attitudes of
the writers and editors of the papers
towards the Jewish community? How
do they view their papers and its role?
What sets their paper apart ftom the
others?

In researching this paper, I was
assisted somewhat by the ongoing 'tem-
pest' surrounding The .Iewish Week's
subsidization by the UJA-Federation.
A number of enlightening articles have
appeared recently in the general media,
as well as in the Jewish media. The
whole controversy, still unresolved,
served to make this paper all the more
timely.

In terms of the methodology of
investigation, this paper entailed many
hours on the phone, trying to pin down

MosHe KrNosRLsrfiER will graduate Yeshiva College in May 1995 with a

degree in Political Science. He is currently Editor-in-Chief of The
Commentator -
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editors and senior writers in the middle
oftheir busy days. Once I had them on

the phone. lwould ask them variations

of the quesdons asked above, carefully
integrating my queries into the flow of
conversation. Some interviews, obvi-
ously, bore more fruit than others. But
after speaking to at least one wriler or
editor at each ofthe major Jewish week-

lies mentioned above, as well as at some

ofthe newer, smaller ones, such as Tfte

Jewish Sentinel rnd The Forward, I
sensed that I had been enlightened to the

characteristics of each paper, their
strenglhs and weaknesses, and to the
role which they see themselves as carry-
ing out. I sincerely hope that feeling is

borne out in the paper ahead.

Jews in New York City, num-
bering well over one million including
Long Island and Westchester, have the
distinction of being one of the few
Jewish communities in the U.S. able to
support more than one newspaper. One
expects with a community of such size,
that the various weeklies published by
and for Jews would reflect the diversity
within the Jewish world on a broad
spectrum of issues, ranging from the
religious to the political. When taken
together, they all reflect this diversity.
But communal diversity aside, at the
core of each weekly bearing the word
'Jewish' in its titles, lies a newspaper
more or less dedicated to gathering,
distilling, and disseminating the 'news.'
All of the newspapers currently under

study: the.Ievisft Week and the Jewish
Press primarily, but to a lesser extent,
the Long Island Jewish World, the
Jewkh Sentinel, and the Fon ard, share

a similar role in the diverse Jewish

community - they repon on it.
Reponing on the Jewish com-

munity, according to the.lewish Week's

Associate Editor Jonathan Mark. bears

with it rhe responsibility ofeducating an

extremely divided and cloistered com-
munity about the so called 'issues'fac-
ing it. The Jewish community is frac-
tured into so many different groups

cloistered together in isolated commu-
nities with little physical contact with
each other. The newspaper serves as a

forum where each group gains an aware-
ness ofthe other. It serves as an honest

broker of opinion and fact in a commu-
nity where facts and opinions are often
murky and misunderstood. One cannot
rely on the others around him in the
synagogue or sisterhood to present the

facts clearly. A newspaper can.1

The Jewish Week
'the Jewish Week, a Manhat-

tan-based weekly boasting the relatively
high circulation of 110,000, is a not-
for-profit concern headed by Gary
Rosenblatt, the former editor of the
Baltimore Jewish lirzes. As one of the
largest newspapers catering to the gen-

eralJewish community, it tries to'reach
everybody in the comrnuniry, not just

the Reform, Conservative, or Onho.
dox, and to create a real sense of com-
munity. "'?

This all-inclusive approach to
j ournalism stems partly from the Jevisr,
Week's decade old affiliation with the

$200 million a year UJA-Federation.
one of the wealthiest and most influen-
tial Jewish charities in the U.S. Aside
from the financial subsidies in the range

of $825,000 a year, the UJA provides
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rhe Jewish Week with the bulk of its
readership, providing a free subscrip-

tion to the Jewish Week to each of its
givers. Only aboul20,000 ofthe Jelrisl,
Weelt's subscribers pay directly tbr their

subscriptions. The UJA supporters,

comprising the majority of its reader-

ship. are a wildly diverse lot. ranging

from gay Jews in Greenwich Village to

the elderly in the Upper West Side. The

Jewish Week, much as the UJA does,

has an obligationto its varied readership

to accornmodate as broad a spectrum of
Jewish life as possible and to foster a

sense of communitY.
These Past few months have

been busy ones for the Jewish Week'

Withthe recruitment of Gary Rosenblatt

as editor-in-chief, the style and format

ofthe newspaper changed dramatically '
New writers, such as Larry Cohler from

the Long Island Jewish World have

been signed up. Before Rosenblatt, the

paper featured coverage of Federation

affairs and personalities, short and usu-

ally uncritical features on figures and

events in the community , and articles on

various communal organ izat ions.

Rosenblatt, in an interview with Mo-

ment magazirre, explained the changes,

'My mandate wasn't to maintain the

satus quo. EverYthing is sort of an

open-page: the design, the contents. "3
He cenainlY hasn't maintained

the status quo. He invigorated the paper

by introducing editorials and by writing

a personal column . Provocative articles

such as a recent series entitled the'Hid-
den Jews," designed to call afiention to

the plight of the Jewish homeless in New

York have been published. An in{epth
expose of the Pell Grant scandal in

Brooklyn, in which numerous yeshivas

have been implicated, was Printed.
Articles critical of the Lubavitch
community's handling of the Lubavircher

Rebbe's medicai care aftet his stroke
more than a year ago have also run in
recent issues.

In terms of is role in the Jew-

ish community, the new, uPdated Jew-

ish Week sees itself as a force for

enlancing the community. How so? Its

Associate Editor, Jonathan Mark, ex-

plained emphatically,'The Jewish com-

munity is unique in that all its members

have different ideas about where it should

go...It also has a level of advocacy not

present in other communities. . . Our pa-

per is a vehicle for presenting as much

as we can about the given issue...We

want to empassion PeoPle with our

stories. We want to affect the leaders by

educating them...We seek to remove the

cancers of society by talking about

them. "4 He added wistfully, 'In away,

we are the modern Neviim - prophets -

- as we inform the PeoPle of what is
going wrong and give insight as to how

to solve their dilemmas. "5
On the Political level as well,

Mark noted, the Jewish Week exefis a

significant impact. 'Politics is about

distributing resources to the commu-

nity. We at the Jel'isi Week fotce

action to be taken. We focus the com-

munal interest on a particular story and

things get donebecause ofit. Bywriting
about it, we force it to be scrutinized and

acted upon. "6
He attributed the recent brou-

haha over the paper's financial support

from the UJA to the revampment the

Jewish Weekhu tndergone under Gary
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Rosenblatt. "We've become more ag-

gressive in pursuing stories. we're be-

coming more of what a good Jewish
newspaper ought to be. Why' didn't
those other papers who so recently be-

gan editorializing about the Jelrisrr
Wee*'s connection to the UJA. claiming
that we're a 'Pravda-like organ' of the
UJA, do this years ago?"7 Rosenblatt,
in an anicle in the New York Times,
voiced similar sentimentabout the whole
affair. 'There is a correlation between
our critics stepping up their campaign
and the fact that the Jet)ish week is
making every effort to become the best
Jewish paper it can be. "8

What does 'being the best Jew-
ish paper' mean? Can a Jewish newspa-
per be a credible newspaper. maintain-
ing itsjournalistic integrity and promot-
ing a sense of community at the same

time? Jewish journalism, many feel,
can never be 'good'journalism. Stephen

Isaacs, the associate dean at Columbia's
Graduate School of Journalism said,
'The fact of the matter is, that if you're
really good as a journalist, you won't
get published by the Jewish press. The
best stories can embarrass Jewish insti-
tutions, and the readership of Jewish
papers often doesn't want to read them. "9

Another critic of the 'Jewish
press', Steve Cohen, a professor of
sociology at Queens College, asserted,

'We don't have a critical press. We
don't see stories about why some schools
or rabbis are successful and why others
are nol."[0 Responding to these criti-
cisms, both Rosenblatt and Mark re-
plied similarly, stating thatJewish news-
papers must "walk a thin line"l1 be-
tween good journalism and good com-

munal relationships. "We try Io be as

respectful as possible in reponing on the

Jewish community. bur if something is

going on in the community,wherever
the community, we will report on it. " l2
explained Mark.

It is interesting to note that a

significant number of the editors and

writers of the Jewish Week, including
its editor-in-chief. are Onhodox Jews.

Onhodox Jews live their life according
to the Torah and the principles laid
down in it. Among those principles are

injunctions against spreading'Lashon
Hora' -- evil talk -- about fellow Jews,

as well as other prohibitions forbidding
Jews from embarrassing other Jews in
public. In investigative journalism, it is
well-near impossible to avoid coming
into conflict with these prohibitions.
How do the Orthodox Jews on the paper

deal with these conflicts? 'Well,"
Mark, an Orthodox Jew himself, ex-
plained, "We don't look at journalism
with that perspective. We see ourselves

as doing a necess:uy service for the
community. Publicizing a 'hot' story
may cause embarrassment for those

implicated in it, but it also creates a

sense of accountability where there
wasn't any previously. The Jewish

community can't just continue to close
its eyes to the scandals that go on; there

have to be forces at work to make the
necessary changes. " 13

The Jewish Prcss
Over in Brooklyo, the home of

the privately owned Jcrisi Pttss. a

markedly different style ofjourDdism is

practic€d. Tfu Jevish Pnass, with irs
circulation of 125,000, is a rewsp4er
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run by Orthodox Jews and 'geared for
the Orthodox community."14 Its read-

ership is politically conservative and

family oriented. In the words of its
news editor Julius Liebb. the Jewish
Press is 'a newspaper whose philoso-
phy is Torah-oriented. " l5 Unaffiliated
with any major Jewish organization. it
doesn't have to be as inclusive as the

Jewish Week. It relies on twenty or so

weekly columnists and correspondents

writing on topics ranging from Israeli
politics to Torah thoughB, all presented

from a Onhodox viewpoint, to fill the

bulk of its pages. The paper is divided
into a large number of sections, with
parts dealing with Israel, various com-
munities in the U. S., as well as a whole
host of other topics such as kosher food

and education.
Steven Walz, an associate edi

tor and weekly columnist for the paper,

explained the Jewish Press's less criti-
cal, 'softer' approach to journalism.
'We definitely know about all the scan-

dals that go on in the community. Yet
we feel constrained by the boundaries of
halacha in reponing them. We are not
objective in our reporting...We take a
firm stance on whatever we repon. The
Jewish Week represents a totally differ-
ent brand of journalism ftom ours.

Besides the fact that they have a larger
amount ofmoney budgeted for news and

their writers iue more skilled in han-

dling these kinds of stories, we simply
have no interest in investigating issues

such like the recent Pell grant affair
involving yeshivas in Brooklyn as it
would only serve to further harm the

religious Jews already involved. Our
role in the community is primarily to

keep people informed of what is going

on a communal level, not the malicitlus
allegations one reads about in theother
papers. We feel that we've carved out

a real niche for ourselves hy providing
the Orthodox community with that ser-

vice. " 16

Critics ofthe Jervislt Press have

charged that it is little more than a

'bulletin board for the Ofihodox" 17

and a 'protector of the powerful and

well entrenched interests inJudaism. " 18

The Jewish Press, its detractors say,

'stifles the forces of democracy... Itjust
doesn't ask the tough questions."lg
Walz responded to these charges, stat-

ing, 'they're right, somewhat. But one

has toremember that we have no interest

in being a paper practicing that son of
journalism. "20

He preferred to focus on the

strengths of the Jewish Press. "We'll
pick a topic we feel is imponant and

back it up one-hundred percent. "21 He

cited the recently passed state law known
as the ge, law, which concerns the

legality of the religious bill of divorce -

- the ge, -- as an example ofa successful

cause which had been championed pri-
marily by the Jewish Press. The Jewish
Press had mounted a large scale effon,
combining editorials endorsing the pas-

sage ofthe law with intensive coverage,

in an attempt to get the law through the

NewYorkStatelegislaore. Thepaper's
strong support of the issue, he felt, was

the main reason for is being wrinen into
the law books.22

Of late, the Jewish Press has

also taken a strong position on the

Israel-Arab peace accord. It vehemently

opposes the accord, criticizing the Is-
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rael i government severely for the p lanned

giveaway of pans of what it sees as the
'biblical' Israel to the Arabs. Recently,
it has run numerous articles with head-

lines such as 'PLO Violates Peace Ac-
cord' and 'Arafat Going Crazy,' in-
tended to undermine support for the
accord and rally the Jewish community
in is opposition against it. It has also
published a seemingly endless stream of
columns and editorials decryingthe cur-
rent peace agreement. 'We have be-
come the focal point in America for
those opposed to this so-called peace

accord,"23 said Liebb.

The Forward
On the opposite end ofthejour-

nalistic spectrum lies the Fontard, a

small, three year old offshoot of the
longtime independent Yiddish language
weekly , Fomertz. Run by Seth Lipsky,
a former editor and writer for the Wall
Street Journal, the Forward, with its
comparatively minuscule circulation of
around 13,000, is intended for a 'so-
phisticated Jewish audience, well edu-
cated and nationally minded."24 It
strives to be known as the Jewish 'New
York Times.'25 With extensive report-
age on cultural events and tough cover-
age of events in the national Jewish
community, as well as the local one, the
Forward hx 'actively pursued themes
such as truth and honesty"26 in devel-
oping is stories.

Senior writer Jonathan Rosen
described his vision of the Forward's
role in the community. 'The Fomard
wants to be a fair and reliable general
interest paper. We take a harsh critical
look at the subjecs of our news sto-

ries... We aren't transmitting a message

of inclusiveness Iikethe Jewish Week or
one of exclusiveness like the Jewish
Press. rather. we aren't transmifiing
any message at all."27

The high minded Forward has

scored a number of journalistic coups
recently, Rosen noted. lts original
coverage of the Jewish student at the
University of Pennsylvania who faced

charges ofracism after calling a african-
american woman outside his window a

'behaima,' meaning a 'water buffalo,'
percolated its way up into the national
media. becoming a national news item.
Rosen pointed to this as an example of
the impact that a number of the paper's

stories have had on the general media.
'You see the kind of reach that the
Forwaril has when stories like these

take off like that,'28 he exclaimed.
He added that the Fo n'ard loves

to publish stories 'with an edge."29
The Forward recently ran a investiga-
tive piece on how senior officials ofthe
UJA were keeping their salaries in six-
figure levels while the UJA has been

forced to cut back on some social ser-
vices. 'The Jewish Weet, with its
dependence on the UJA, would never be

able to run a story like that. It might
cause people to stop giving to the UJA.
The Forward,however, is free to exam-
ine any organization it wans...We rel-
ish that freedom,"30 he declared.

The Jewish Sentinel
New York's newest weekly, the

Jewish Sentinel, can be found in bright
blue boxes on street corners all over
Manhattan. Edited by Andy Polin, the
Sentinel, aftee weekly, exists primarily

Tm Crmrox, May 1994 t41l
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added.

The Long Island Jewish World
The Long Island JewishWorld-

published in Great Neck by the husband

-wife team of Jerry and Naomi Lippmar,
has been the most vocal of all the other

weeklies in the recent squabble over the

UJA funding of the Jewish Week. ntn'
ning scathing editorials calling for the

UJA to stop funding the Jewish Week

entirely as well as full page ads explain-

ing their position on the issue. Jerry

Lippman, the leading voice in the the

campaign against the UJA subsidies.

admitted in the New York Times, that

hewas bringing the issue to the fore now

due partly to 'business reasons,"34

hoping to take away any competitive

advantage the Jewish Week might have

by getting its funding cut off. He is
afiaid of the increased competition on

Long Island fiom the Jewish Week,

which already has over 20,000 sub-

scribers on the home turf of his lewish
Wortd, which claims a circulation of
some 26,000.

However, the two Papers,
though sharing much in the waY of
inclusiveness ald style, maintain differ-
ent focuses in their coverage . Even with
the Jewishweek's newly expanded cov-

erage of Long Island, the Long Island
Jewish World reigns suPreme in its
single-minded focus on the community
in Long Island.35 It uses original in-

depth reporting to cover stories such as

recent bias a$acks in various communi-
ties on Long Island, as well as the

political uproar caused by the proposed

opening of a Orthodox girls high school

in Hewlett Bay Park. Newspapers like

the Jewish Week, the Forwaril, and

l42l Tm Crmron, May 1994

to sell advenising for services. It bears

more of a resemblance to the many free

secular weeklies in New York with its

movie reviews and crossword puzzles

than it does the other Jewish weeklies.

Its news coverage. aside ftom reprinrs

fiom anicles by Jewish magazines and

dispatches by the Jewish Telegraphic

Agency, is limited to community evens

in Manhattan and Riverdale.
George Robinson, the Assistant

Editor, explained that the paper's news

focus is on 'all things Jewish. We

report on activities of synagogues and

communities which we feel don't get

enough attention by the larger Jewish

weeklies. We're just filling a gap in the

local coverage. In terms of investiga-

tive reporting, we just don't have the

resources necessary to do pieces like

that. "31
Around 50,000 coPies of the

paper are distributed each week to thou-

sands of door-manned buildings and

other indoor locations in Manhattan,

such as stores and synagogues. The
goal ofthe paper, according to Robinson,

is to become the 'primary mass{istrib-
uted community paper for the Jewish

community in Manhattan. "32 He fur-
ther cited statistics indicating that nearly

82 percent of theroughly 300,000 Jews

in Manhattan do not receive a Jewish

newspaper. This unBPPed market, he

felt. was the market lhlt the Senti el
was targeting, not the current Manhat-

tan subscribers to the other papers such

as lhe Jewish Week and the Forward.
'Their focus is just so much broader

than ours that it is difFrcult to fairly
compare the Sentinel to them,"33 he
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interested in what it offered, right'l
Wrong. In a crowded market-

place, newspapers like the Forpard and

the Long Islanil Jewish Worl.d are strug-
gling to squeeze out a profit. The
competition is not so much over sub-
scriptions as it is over ad revenues.
There are only so many advenising
dollars to go around in the Jewish com-
munity and the papers with the larger
circulations hold definite advantages on
this ftont. The smaller papers have no
choice but to try to compete with the
larger ones for subscribers.

Though beyond the scope of
this paper, another issue confronting the
Jewish weeklies is a general decline in
its readership. It is estimated that only
250,000 of New York's Jewish popula-
tion receives a Jewish newspaper. "The
reality is that young Jews aren't inter-
ested in reading Jewish newspapers, "36
said Philip Ritzenberg, the former edi-
tor of the Jewish week. As the 'inter-
ested' members of the Jewish commu-
nity grow older, the Jewish newspapers
will have to fight harder to survive.

After looking at each newspa-
per. one comes away with the norion
thateach newspaper has earned, more or
less, a niche for itself in the reading
habits of Jewish New Yorkers. Some
read all of them; some only one or two.
Each paper shapes its stories uniquely;
each paper reflects the different ani-
tudes and conceptions of its editors and

writers regarding Jewish journalism.
Some, like the Fontard, cast a more
critical eye on the affairs ofthe commu-
nity; others, like the Jerist Press, stay
far away from the hard-hitting journal-

Tlm.. Ctrttox, May 1994 [43]

even the Jewish Sentinel are simply
unable to write the well researched

articles about the community in Long
Island that the Jepish WorA does. The
result is that the articles in the WorU
have a depth that the other papers cannot
match.

Conclusions
In reading a recently published

Moment afiicle entitled,'The New York
Jewish Papers Face Off," as well as a

recent Times story provocatively titled
'A Battle Among Jewish Weeklies,"
one gets the impression that a major war
between the Jewish weeklies is brew-
ing. That couldn't be fanher from the
truth. After taking a look at each ofthe
papers and in speaking to the personali-
ties behind them, this author is hard
pressed to see any 'war' occurring.
Each newspaper differs quite dramati
cally in tone, quality, and length, almost
precluding a newspaper war in the grand
style of other famed New York paper
rivalries .

The intended audience of each
paper, is, in most cases, markedly dis-
tinct ftom the others. Generally speak-
ing, the Forward aims for an intellectual
readership; the Jettish Week ttilors
itself to the whole community; the Jex,-
ish Press looks only to the politically
conservative Orthodox segment; the
Jewish Sentinelseks the 'luppie' crowd
in Manhattan; the Long Islaad Jewish
WorA caterctothe Long Island commu-
nity. On the surface there wouldn't seem

to be aly direct competition between the
weeklies. After all, each paper would
afiract various core groups of readers
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ism. Yet each fulfills. for better or
worse, a necessary service for the Jew-

ish community -- they repon il.
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Laboratory for the New
World Order

Africa Approaches the Millenium

by Daniel Renna

teenth century saw the European domi-
nation of the entire continent; by the

Treaty of Berlin in 1885, all of Africa
was divided along borders designed by

European explorers and was under the

auspices of Britain, France, Germany,

Belgium, Pornrgal, and Italy. At the

turn ofthe twentieth century, only three

independent nations existed on the con-

tinent: Liberia, Ethiopia, and Moroccoi

all had governments which were sympa-

thetic to the Europeans.
with World WarI and the Peace

of Versailles to follow, agitation began

to build up in the minds of Africans

under European domination; the seeds

of nationalism had been sown. By the

end of the Second World War, the

imperial system had collapsed, and over

the next thirty years, each region of
former Occidental control became inde-

pendent political entities; these fledg-

ling nations were quickly admitted into

the United Nations and into the greater

global community.
These newly indePendent coun-

tries of Aftica soon found themselves to

be pawns in the Cold War games of

DeNrr.l RsNN,l will graduate in May 1994with adegree in history' He will
be attending the Elliott School of International Affairs of George

Washinglon University in Washinglon D.C.
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No other Place on thePlanet has

so much to make amends for or has so

much to look forward to as does the

continent of Africa. With the dawning

of the post-Cold War 'New World Or-
der,' Afiica finds itself in a prime posi-

tion to optimize the oppomrnities which
face it and the rest of the world. Prior

to this. however, the Aftican peoples

must face the problems that are cur-

rently plaguing them, mary which trace

their origins from hundreds of years of
Afiican history.

The era of modern African his-

tory dates itselfback to the firstcoloniz-
ing Europeans of the sixteenth, seven-

teenth, and eighteenth centuries. Fu-
eled by desires for wealth, power, and

prestige, European govemments and

explorers plundered the Aftican land-

scape for natural resources and slave

labor. The Europeans, inculcated with
the idea that they were civilizing the

natives with Christianity and European

culture, raped Africa of is traditions,
customs, religions, and culores. They

pitted warring tribes together to profit
ftom the spoils and slaves. The nine-
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much ofthe second half ofthe twentieth
century. Civil wars were sided upon by
the Wesr and the Soviet bloc with rival
factions receiving military gotrds and

training from either side. Stable and

unstable leaders alike were assassinated.
military coups were commonplace, and

economic and, at times, political strife
gripped Africa from the Sahara to the
Horn to the Cape. The innocent civilian
carnage was the worst aspect ofthese so

called African 'growing pains': one

need only remember the bloodbath fol-
lowing the Biafran independence
movement's collapse in the late 1960s,

rhe Ugandan dictatorship of ldi Amin in
the 1970s, and the South Afiican apart-
heid injustice throughout its postwar
history.

With the fall ofthe Soviet Union
and much of the Communist bloc along
with rhe end of the Cold War. Africa as

well as the rest ofthe world sees it at the
dawn of a new age, of what has been
called the New World Order. Many of
the brutal Third World civil wars which
have been waged via the encouragement
ofboth First and Second World support
have fizzled with the lack of continued
backing. The ideas of freedom, demo-
cratic government, and fiee market
economy are slowly coming into Aftica,
but this will by no means be a smooth
process; many seemingly insurmount-
able problems face different regions of
this vast continent.

North Africa
North Afiica's long history of serving

as the southern fiame of the Mediterra-
nean aheater of the world affects its

dealings with the rest of the world
today. Just as they were after having
been incorporated into rhe Islamic Em-
pire in the seventh cenrury. thc narions
of Nonh Africa are currenrly rurning to
their religious roots. Islamic fundamen-
talism. the likes of which have been seen

repeatedly in the Middle East, has found
its way into the minds and hearts of
many of the peoples of the Mediterra-
nean coast of the Sahara desen. The
Islamic dictatorship of Muamar Qaddafi
in Libya, the present fundamentalist
government in the Sudan, recent pro-
fundamentalist elections in Algeria, and
substantial anti-government religious
movements in Egypt and Morocco all
stand to jeopardize the stability ofthose
nations and their respectability in the
eyes of the world. but more impor-
tantly, they theaten that ofthe govern-
ments of those surrounding them. De-
stabilization is already being felt in
weaker nations such as Mali, Chad, and
Mauritania, in which substantial Mos-
lem populations find such fundamental-
ism enticing and re{reshing to their
mostly poverty stricken lives.

The Horn and East Africa
The greatest problem which plagues

the horn of Africa is the chaos and
anarchy which prevails in Somalia inthe
short time since the removal of US and
other Western troops. What had been
social turmoil resulting from severe
famine fueled by civil war has turned
into a state of total political collapse.
Somaliadoes not have a government nor
does it see an end to intenribal warfare
in the foreseeable future thanks to the
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fomenting of the situation by well-
minded Westerners. The Llnited Na-
tions effort to distribute food to
thosesomalis deprived of it by rival
factional fighting lasted a year longer
than its original mission had entailed.

With the breakdown of law and order in
Mogadishu followingthe UN troop with-
drawal, the anarchy tfueatens to spill
over the Somali borders into neighbor-
ing Ethiopia and Djibouti and endangers

an unpopular regime in Kenya.

West Africa
The Gold and Ivory Coass of the

Northern Atlantic shores of Africa have

been traditionally those most linked to
Western influence and culture. It is

within these nations today that much of
that truth still pervades. The former
French colonies. which since 1962 have
been members of the CommunitA
Frangaise d'Afrique, hold very close

ties to their former mother country;
Dakar in Senegal, Abidjan in C6te

d'Ivoire, Accre in Ghana, and Freetown
in Sierra Leone all are cities which
exude French culture and ambience.

Since the formation of the Comfianit4,
however, France has subsidized the
economies of its former satellites in the
form of stabilizing the CFA f?anc, the

currency used in most of former French
Africa. In February 1994, the French
Assemblie Nationale in Paris voted to
cut funding from the CFA fianc. Desta-

bilized, the culrency was devalued by
over fifty percent, wreaking economic
havoc on the millions of people who
depend upon it. As economic hardships

can very often lead to political prob-
lems, the goYernments of West Aftica

Central Africa
Aftica as a whole faces its greatest

challenge in its equatorial region. The
former French and Belgian colonies in

the area, principally Congo, Zaire,
Rwanda, and Burundi, since the end of
the Cold War have experienced long
periods ofwhat at times has amounted to
violentcivil unrest. The former People's

Republic ofthe Congo succumbed to the
tide of the times and threw off its Tito-
styled Marxist despot, Colonel Denis
Sassou-Nguesso, in 191, in the hope

that freedom and democracy would pre-
vail. What actually has occurred has

been the disintegration of the country;
the tribal rivalries which had been qui-

eted under the communists have found
new life under democracy. What has

ensued is a situation resembling that of
the former Yugoslavia with different
rebel bands fighting in the streets of
Brazzaville everyday to take control.

A similar, yet potentially more

explosive situation is brewing on the

other side of the Congo River. The
coups in Kinshasa in 1993, as the result

gn

must secure their countries all the more

fiom civil unrest and violence while
keeping their ideals ofdemocracy alive.

Nigeria, the most populous

country in Afiica and a former British
colony, which for years was seen as the

iewel in the crown of the British Com-
monwealth in Africa. has come across

bad economic times as of late. This

coupled with the fact that democraric

elections have been postponed twice by
the new government in Lagos, threaten

the political future of the country and,

hence, the region, as well.
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of growing distress over corrupt gov-
ernment and dwindling world prices of
the minerals which make up Zaire's
principal expons and economy have left
many places in the counry virmally
ungovernable. Shonages of goods in
many areas have led to widespread fam-
ine. Once burgeoning mining towns
like Lubumbashi in the southeastern
Shaba province havefallen prey to scav-
engers. This destabilization in the cen-

ter of Aftica's gold, diamond, and co-
balt reserves leaves the rest of Sub-
saharan Africa wlnerable to similar
problems.

The racial tensions between ri-
val Hutu and Tusi tribes in the coun-
tries between Lakes Victoria and
Tanganyika which have existed since
the twelfth century have sprouted again,
this time with European hfluence. When
Belgium declared Rwanda an indepen-
dent country in the 1960s, it left a

majority Hutu government installed
while in Burundi, the traditional rulers,
the minority Tutsis, were given power.
Western education for the rich and the
dregs of poverty which make these the
poorest countries per capita on earth has

recently sparked democracy movements
spurred on by racial hatred and squalid
economic conditions. These govern-
ments have subsequently been subjected
to failed coups in which tens of thou-
sands of villagers and peasants have

been hacked to death with machetes.

The assassination ofboth countrys' Huo
presidens in aplane crash in early April
1994, and the massacres in Kigali and in
the Rwandan countryside which fol-
lowed imply deep wounds which will
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take an inordinate amount of time to
heal. Furthermore, instigation fiom
neighbors such as Uganda just exacer-
bates the situation for all the civilians
involved.

South Africa
Conflict in the South of the continent

seems to have taken its toll; no where

else in Africa has the idea of waging
peace become so fundamental. The
Angolan civil war which had been a

classic Cold War struggle has been
coming to an end since the UNITA
rebels have taken Luanda and are form-
ing a government. The Nonh Koreans
have relinquished their support for the
Namibian SWAPO government in
Windhoek since the latter has embraced
democratic ideals. Mozambique, after
fighting a sixteen year war in which
over a million people have died, has

succumbed to total exhaustion. Gov-
ernment soldiers and their RENAMO
counterparts now iue forging a new
military under UN auspices and elec-
tions are scheduled for the near future.
On the eastern shore of the Mozambique
Channel what was once the hardlined,
Albanian-style communist dictatorship
on the island of Madagascar has given
way to a new birth of freedom. Recent
democratic elections have ushered in a
govemment in Antananarivo which is

committed to economic and political
reform. For the first time in 300 years,

blacks in South Africa have voted to
determine the regime under which they
live, as had their neighbors to the north,
Zambia, Boswana, and Zimbabwe, in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. The
prospects for Southern Africa look much

Tm Cunrox, May 1994
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queathed the province to be divided by
Morocco and Mauretania when they left
their desen colony in the mid-1970s,
Polisario rebels have been fighting the
Moroccan army for independence.
Mauretania's relinquishing ofits part of
the deal seemed to help the rebels while,
in reality, it just served to give the
Moroccans a greater claim to the whole
territory. Recent United Nations talks
on the region have stalemated over the
right for the Polisarios to establish their
own sovereign state on land occupied, if
not owned, by Morocco.

At the other end of the conti-
nent, a thirty year struggle for indepen-
dence came to an end in April 1993,
with the establishment and recognition
of the Republic of Eritrea, once a prov-
ince of Ethiopia. The secession of
Eritrea has effectively realized the aspi-
rations of a peopte long subjugated by
Emperor Haile Selassie and by the gov-
ernments which followed him and has

made Ethiopia a landlocked country for
the first time in modern history. The
enthusiasm, resolve, and reverence of
the new country's citizens toward de-
mocracy, free-market economy, and
especially their holy capital city of
Asmara are assets with which Eritrea
can serve as an example of, perhaps, the
further rehashing of old borders in this
new era on a continent with borders
which were originally determined by
foreigners.

This in itself is a major long
term problem which Aftica will have to
face as it approaches the millennium:
how to reconcile the European imposed
past with the independent Afiican present

Tm Crlnrou, May 1994 [4e]

better than those for its neighbors to the
north.

Pan-African concerns
In addition to the immediate

regional concerns of each group of Af-
rican countries. the continent as awhole
faces some glaring common problems.
Chief among these is the AIDS crisis.
The disease's binhplace, Sub-saharan
Afiica, is seeing the epidemic increase
to horrific proportions. The journal
Africa Report quotes disease specialists
as predicting that nearly twenty million
Africans will be infected by the end of
this century. Over twenty percent ofthe
population of Zaire alone will be HIV
positive. The crisis becomes exacer-
bated because of lack ofeducation about
the disease and safe sexual practices and
the birth of AIDS infected babies in
pans of the world in which thebirth rate
is very high.

A second, more theoretical prob-
lem involved in the politics of Africa is
an issue which the eminent American
diplomat, Max Kampelman, has dis-
cussed in several recent articles. While
the notion of self-determinarion is cor-
nerstone of American, and, indeed,
Western foreign policy on the whole,
the achieving ofthis through the disrup-
tion of established sovereign states via
secession may be against international
law. There are many places in Africa in
panicular where this question can be
debated. On one side of the arguement,
that secessioo is illegal and other means
must be sought to realize self-derermi-
nation, lies the problem of Western
Sahara. Ever since the Spanish be-
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and future. True independence will
come to the nations of Africa when they
can establish for themselves a political
ethos which is uniquely their own. The
unification of Africa on the European
model is as likely as the same occurring
in Asia; the nations of each region face

such varied demographic. climatic. to-
pographic. political. and socio.economic
situations that such a unification could
not bear any truth.

This analysis, however, does

not reduce the role ofthe OAU. Begun
in 1963, the Organization of African
Unity serves as a round table for the
discussion of issues unique to Africa: its
role should be as a provider of suppon
for blossoming areas of freedom and
harmonywithout regard to ideology. At
an increase of four feet a year, the
Sahara continues to funher divide the
concerns of the nonh from those ofthe
south, yet it should be the OAU which
should be able to realize these differ-
ences and draft solutions to problems
accordingly.

As Africa approaches the end of
what has been the bloodiest century in
human history, it must begin to see itself
as more ofan independent world player.
Whether that means a dismantling of
some ofthe obsolete institutions such as

apanheid or even the more drastic ap-
proach of altering national borders to
divide nations along more racio-cultural
lines remains to be seen. Whatever
happens will be painful in the shon-run
but will prove to be worth the hardship
in the long history ofthe African conti-
nent. There is and has been no better
time for Africa to seize its oppom.rnities

for the future than now.
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Liberal Capitalism: An
Idealist's View

by Evan fuchman

The general direction ofpolitical
life in the United States can best be

described as a combination ofthe values of
capitalism and democracy. This form of
liberal capitalism is sustained and decided

by the ideas of the populace and political
leadership. They accept and mahtain
liberal capitalism by choice, not merely
because it is pre{etermined by the struc-
tures of the state.

The ideas of the citizens are tan-
tamount to the formation ofpublic policy.
It is the duty of not only elected represen-

tatives, but of anyone involved in the
public life of the nation, to carry out fte
wishes ofhis consti$ents. The politically
active, or members ofthe "opinion elite",
as Herbert McCloskey and John Zaller
termed them in their book The Ameican
Erlor, participate in the affaks of dre state

in a disproportionate rate to the rest ofthe
population. With the majority of the
citizenry preoccupied with their everyday
concems, the opinion elite are tlrc ones

who understand the mechanics of the
political system and have sufficient power
to hfluence it. As a result, they are
responsible for transforming the beliefs
and preferences ofthe masses into policy.
Since the opinion elite are not a singular

homogenous unit, but rather a conglom-
eration of a wide array of members es-

pousing different political beliefs, there is

little fear that their power would further
the interests of one sector of the popula-

tion.
The dirmion of political life in

the United States is steered by a 'commit-
ment to freedom and individualism. lim-
ited government, equaiity before the law,
and rational - as opposed to feudal or
merely traditional - modes of decision
making". (pg. 2) The political setting of
the United States is such because the
populace chooses to accept views which
are compatible with liberal democracy and

reject views which clash with it. Should
the people deem it necessary to change

these values and adopt an alternate form of
government, their view would be relayed

to the opinion elite, who would naturally
adopt it as public policy.

Some argue that the agendapassed

by the opinion elite is not reflective ofthe
feelings ofthe public that chooses t}em as

their leaders. Idealists rebut this conten-

tion, asserting that the viewpoint of the
minority, while varying slightly, already
fall wiftin the general guidelines estab-

lished by the majority. As Robert Dahl

EvAN Rreo\,rAN will graduate Yeshiva College in May 1995 with degrees
in Political Science and Psychology.
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writes tn A Preface to Democratic Theory :
'With such a consensus tie disputes over
policy altematives are nearly always dis-
putes over a set of alternatives that have

already been wimowed down to those

within the broad area ofbasic agreement. "

ipg. 132-133r The majoriry and minoriry
agree to the basic, underlyhg political
principles of the state, those of liberal

capitalism, and only differ as to the details

of these principles.

Some believe that since there is
inequality in society, a strucurral explartion
of the state is more accurate. Structural
explanatiors could be that either the class

structure of the economic system, the
panies or other major interest groups,

multiple minorities, or a system of mutual
dependence is responsible for derrmining
what direction society will accept. The
concept that ideas are predominant in
society would be faulty since it is rational
to assume that all men desire equality and

if the opinion elites were successful in
transmitting the preferences ofthe people,

there should be no plausible explanation
for this inequality.

The assumption that the consen-
sus view of the American people is equal-

iry for all is flawed. Liberal capitalism has

been chosen by the people as the guiding
force behind American society and intrin-
sic to the notion ofcapitalism is inequality .

ln a market sening, preferences determine
prices, regardless ofthe effort expended in
the production of goods. This method of
determining wages is employed to give
people incentive to produce producs that
are needed in society. If people fail to
receive appropriate incentives. the moti-
vation to produce would decline. There-

fore, peopledowant a measue ofinequal-
ity; for it is this hequality alone which
allows for the the advancemenr of the

individual and society as a whole.
In a socialist strucnrre. the basic

rights to propery, fiee enterprise, ald free

trade in the market would be modified in
order for equality to flourish among both

social classes. If this were to occur, the

individuals would become fully depen-

dent on the state for their economic well
being and would thereby forfeit any claim
to self government. Based on this struc-
ture, the demise of capitalism would also

bring about the declineof democracy be-

cause the two are interlinked. Silce
demeracy is an institution that the Ameri-
can people have selected, the people also

happily accept the inequality that capital-
ism creates.

Those who afErm ftat tlrc struc-
tures of the state determine tle general

direction of political life can suppon one

oftwo altemate versions. They can claim
thu the strucnrres are based on the citizens

or that the structures exist independently
of the citizens. Either mode of argumen-
tation can be refuted.

Those who are ofthe opinion that
the structures are merely based on the

citizers but it is the structures which
predominantly direct the course that soci-
ety travels, fail to take into account one
basic premise. The structures themselves

are only successful in shaping the state due

to the fact that people have the power to
create and influence them. If individual
citizens do not act to maintain and support
theexisting structres, the sructures would
no longer exhibit the effecl that they
previously possessed in the state. John
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Stuart Mill states nt Consideraions on

Representative Governme :

'It is also to beborne in mind that political
machhery does not act of itself. As it is
first made, so ithas tobeworked. b1,men,

and even by ordinary men. It needs,

nonheir sirnple acquiesce. but *reir active
panicipation, and must be adjusted to the

capacities and qualities ofsuch men as are

available. " (pg. 13)

If the masses did not have a role
in the formation of the structures, the

strucrures would cease to be persuasive

sinc€ they would not maintain popular

support. The populace must accept the

smlctures if they are to be implanted in
sociery. Therefore, the decisive factor in
the molding ofpolicy is the preferences of
the public.

The notion that the strucnrres in
the state exist independently ofthe citizers
is also not accuarc. Should this premise

be correct, then tle structures that regulate
power in the state would be d€termined

through inertia. Whatever structures were
employed in the past, would be retained in
the present system. Since these structures
are the only ones that the citizens have had
any experience with, they should be un-
conditionally accept€d by the populace.

The peoplewould be under the impression
that they are incapable ofactively attempt-
ing to develop new structures.

In modem society, the opposite is

Eue. People are never fully satisfied with
the existing strucrures so they engage in
political debate in the hopes of improvirg
the system. An example of this is the
chaners desigaed by the political parties

that state the methods that the party would
utilize in order to revamp political sruc-
tures, such as the socio-economic class
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system. Modem political thinkers con-
template over new ideas that may affect the

sEuchrres of the state. This would all be

futile if individuals were not convinced
that if they discover a new and advzurced

method of determining the direction of
political life, it would be instituted at once

due to popular demand. The assumption

that the citizens cannot influence the struc-
tures, since the structures existed before
the citizens, is incorrect because it would
not allow for any of this crucial political
discussion.

In conclusion, the general direc-
tion ofpolitical life in the United States is

liberal capiulism. Liberal capitalism is
shaped by the ideas of the citizens and the
opinion elites. The people chose liberal
capitalism as the best possible system.

Inequality is present in the system, not
because the structures of the state pre-

determine it, but rather because tle masses

have rationaily decided fiat it is in their
best interest to maintain a degreee of
inequality.



When Richard M. Nixon suc-

cumbed to complications following a

massive stroke on April 22. not only did
the United States lose its thiny-seventh
president, but it lost also one of the
greatest political giants ofthe twentieth
century. What was seen in Richard

Nixon was a man who never feared to
take risks and who never let defeat

destroy him, for, like the phoenix from
the ashes, he always found his way back
to the top through his own indomitable
spirit.

In the realm of foreign affairs
especially, Nixon excelled. From his

famous kitchen debate with Khrushchev
in 1959, in which he predicted that the
Soviet leader's grandchildren would live
in fieedom, until his last trip to Russia

a little over a month before his death

during which he met with Mikhail
Gorbachev and Vladimir Zhirinovsky,
leaders whose influence may impact on
Russo-American relations in the very
near future, his unique and sought after
vision of international movements and

events made his insights and counsel

revered by his presidential successors

and studens of political science alike.
By just viewing his methodol-

ogy of renewing talks with the Soyiet
Union in the early 1970s, the greatness

ofNixon's political mind shines through.
In order to relieve the stalemate within

superpower relations and the seeming
negative position ofthe United States in

rhe face of nearly a decade of war in
Vietnam, President Nixon knew that the

way to Moscow was through Beijing.
Since the Communist Revolution had

made Mao Tse-ong the ruler of the

mainland in 1949. the United States had

had no diplomatic ties with China. Un-
beknownst to many Americans, the years

following Mao's ascendancy had led to
increased tensions between China and

the Soviet Union. The famous Sino-
Soviet split of the early 1950s made the

nvo pillars of the Communist world
bitter enemies- The establishment of an

American relationship with the Chinese
was the way to make the Soviet Union
take note ofthis new diplomatic connec-
tion as a significant achievement for the

US in the Cold War; this would encour-
age them to resume nuclear arms talks
with Washingon. As a testament to
Nixon's intuition, his tactics paid off;
three months after being the first US

President to walk on the Great Wall and

toast Chairman Mao in 1972, in com-
plete irony, Nixon, who had caused

Alger Hiss to be senttojail as a Commu-
nist over two decades earlier, became

the first president to sign a treaty with
the Soviet Union in Moscow. With the

normalizing of intersuperpower rela-
tions, the era of d6tente had begun.
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With the negoti ing table open

with the USSR. other areas h the world in
which Cold War confrontations could

flare were now accessible and available

for suppon. In no place was this more

important that in the Middle East. Follow-
ing the Six Day War il 1967, most Arab

countries cut off their diplomatic connec-

tions with the United States because of is
support for Israel. These same Arab
nations received tleir military aid from the

Soviet Union which itself had ceased

relatiors with Israel following the war.

Nixon's d6tente proved invaluable il the

situation which was to ensue on Yom
Kippur, 1973, when a surprise pan-Arab

attack on the Jewish state proved near fatal
when Israel found itselfbereft of supplies

and ammunition within the fust ten days of
the war. Realizing the earnesmess of tlte

situation and the unthinkable probability
that an Arab victory would not or y mean

disaster for Israel, but that the Soviet
Unionwould gain control in the region via
influence throughout the Middle East,

Nixon did not hesitate to send tremendous

amouns of fighter planes, tar*s, and war
munitions to Israel blpassing congres-

sional approval in late fuober.
ln the years following his resig-

nation, Nixon went on to tavel exten-

sively meeting leaders of nations around

the world . He imparted the insight of his

experiences in the nine book on interna-

tional diplomacy which he wrote in the last

wo decades. He always believed in
America's necessity to fulfill its role of
superpower as the leader of the world; this

was adefined vital interestto him. Whether

it was the ending of the war in Vietsum,
the sending of troops to lraq, Panama, or
Somalia, or the need to establish ftiendly

relatiors with the former Soviet republics,

Richard Nixon's view of America as the

driving force behind world evens was a

primary objective for him. It was for this

reason that his successors il the White
House sought his advice on many matters .

Even tle unlikely pairing of Nixon and

President Clinton, the former a Republi-

can who fought for thewinning of the war
in Viemam. the latter a Democrat who

openly protested dre war, proved valuable

to the sitting chief executive. In his last

book, Beyond Peace, published on the day

of his funeral, Nixon warns Clinton that

America's position cannot be compro'
mised in a world of transition. lndeed, it
was his advice to the President, especially

regarding Russia, that irutilled the unex-
pected respect and admiration which
Clinton had for his predecessor.

Firully. h was Nixon's firm mrvic-
tion that faihre and deEat should be lookod

at in tlE face v/ith tle krcnrledge tlut there is

still atomono\,v tlDtperrraed his life. with
his successes in Congress, his ascerdancy to
tle Vbe Presiderry, ard drn his nrrorx
defed to John F. I(ertrEdy in 1960, follorved

by his defta in tle Califunia gubernatorial

race two years later, he managed to put
himself back together to come back and

win the presidential elections of 1968 and

1972. Although his time in the White
House was marred by controversy and

scandal which eventually led to his resig-

nation in 1974, that was by no mearu the

end of Richard Nixon's political life. His
life ended on a high note; he had found
his best role to play, that of elder
statesman. His epitaph reads, 'The
greatest honor history can bestow is that
ofpeacemaker"; it was in his final years

that Nixon was at peace with himself.

'frn Ct r*rory May 1994 [55]
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by Jonathan A. Jacoby
alswered these questions. Also. I inter-
viewed Dr. Jacob Jacoby. a psychia-
trist. who is Director of Clinical Ser-
vices of the depanment of Psychiatry at

St. Barnabus Hospital in Livingston,
N.J. He is also the Medical Director of
the Substance Abuse Program in that
hospital.

My initial intent was to study
the relationship between drug abuse and

crime in theWashinglon Heights area of
Manhattan, but my effons were met

with bureaucratic red-tape. An attempt
to have the local police answer my
questions was deflected with a reply that
only the Deparrment of Community
Affairs can answer such questions . When
the Department of Community Affairs
was called on at least five occasions,
they responded that only the officer in
charge could answerthese questions and

he would do so upon his return. He still
has not returned my calls despite my
repeated attempts. Eventually, ofhcer
Steve McManeus answered my ques-

tions; however, his official role in the
34th precinct is the Highway Safety
Officer. His knowledge seemed ex-
tremely lacking, as will be shown later
when this paper discusses his answer's
to questions posed to him. I also made

contact with the local councilman's of-

JoNerneN Jecosv will graduate Yeshiva College in May 1996 with a

degree in Poltical Science.
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Daily we read in the newspaper

about violent crime taking place across

the cities of this country. According to
the FBI's Uniform Crime Repon nearly
36 million Americans were the victims
ofserious crime in 1989. In the first six
months of 1990. violent crime increased

by l0 percent compared to the first six
months in 1989. There were 23,000
homicides across the nation in 1990.

More than halfthe males and 45 percent

of the females arrested in 1990 tested
positive for drugs ofabuse. Nationwide
drug arrests by state and local police
forces jumped from 559,000 in 1981 to
1,155,200 in 1988. According to the
1991 National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA) National Household Survey on
Drug Abuse 75.4 million Americans
age 12 or older (37% ofthe population)
reported use of an illicit drug at least

once in their lifetime.
My initial hypothesis is that

there is a cause and effect relationship
between illicit substance use and crimi-
nal activity. The method of investiga-
tion used for this paper was tkeefold.
Firstly I distributed a questionnaire to
YU's Assistant Director of Security,
Ernest McNamee. In addition, I also
asked these questions to the 34th pre-
cinct, where Officer Steve McManeus
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fice (Councilman Micheals), who in
turn told me to contact the local commu-
nity board (Community Board #12)
where they keep the statistics for all
crime and arrests in the area. When I
contacted the Community Board, they
told me the person in charge was on
vacation and would not be back for three
weeks. I asked ifanother authority could
help me locate the information that I
need for this research paper. I was told,
'Only the Director can answer my ques-

tions and he was on vacation, sorry. "
From all this stonewalling, I

suspect that there is awidespread cover-
up of Drug Lord influence in the
Washington Heights Community, and

that the Police and politicians have dif-
ficulties in controlling the rampant drug
abuse and crime in the area. Their
influence, as told to me by a local
resident, a Yeshiva University van
driver, is sizable. He said,

I am not going to protest against
the drug lords. They don't care
about lives, they'll come and
kill me or my wife. We have
thee children that we have to
care for. I am just trying to
teach my children that they
should work for an honest liv-
ing when they grow up. The
kids in the neighborhood see the
drug dealers driving fancy cars
and wearing nice clothes, it's
hard to ignore. Hopefully,
Giulianiwill be ableto do some-
thing about this problem.

This man's fears apparently reflect the
widespread concern of others in the

communlty.
However a more optimistic as-

sessment was offered by Officer
McManeus, He stated that drug related
crime is decreasing in the neighborhood
because policc have established a posi-

tive influence in the community and that
most of the major dealers have been

driven out. He said that very few of the
drug related crimes are committed by
people high on a substance. Most ofthe
crimes are comrnitted either by addicts
who need money to purchase drugs or
by drug gangs fighting over turf. These
slatements contradict YU's Asst. Direc-
tor of Security, Ernest McNamee, a

retired police detective, who told me

how the drug lords rule the streets and

that at leasr 80% of the weekly crimcs
committed in the neighborhood in-
volves the drug trade:

These comments contrast starkly wirh
those of Officer McMano$ ad do lfttle
to allay the fears of the community.

Michale Stone, in a ftare fr
New York megazire, (DEC 13, 1993).
wrot€ about one of fte ciry's m

Trn Cr'lr.tox, May 1994

Individuals on crack can't con-
trol theirbehavior and this leads

to violence such as homicides
and assaults. Crack is an instant
high, which you always need to
be up. The more you have, the
more you need, and you will
commit crimes to get it. At this
time in the neighborhood ard
the rest ofthe country the police
are losing the war on drugs. We
will become a nation of zombies
unless we end this problem.
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deadly Drug Gang, the Wild CowboYs,

and further underscores the extent ofthe
problem. They were a 41 -member

Washington Heighs gangthat sold more

than Sl6-million worth of crack each

year. Government officials starc that

wherever the Cowboys ranged overtheir
rcn year association, they made up their

own laws and left a trail of bodies who

took exception. They exterminated Io-

cal dealers, bullied tenans, and brutal-

ized their own workers. In a dispute

over stolen drugs, they drove one family

out of their apartment and tracked them

down !o a different borough' and shot

one of their sons in the head.(p.58-66)
In the Past decade drug gangs

have become New York's Number one

crime problem. Such gangs are the main

contributor to the city's homicide rate.

These organizations own a percentage

ofthe city's real estate. Special tactical

units (TNTs) are good at arresting street

sellers and low-level managers; how-

ever, these underlings are easily re-
placeable. Penetrating the top levels of
these gangs requires long term investi-
gation and follow uP; onlY a few task

forces in the city have the sawy and the

resources to mount this kind of cam-

paign.
I believe that what Officer

McManeus said is improbable. Thecity,

especially the area of Washington
Heights, needs to clean uP the Drug

Gangs before the situation turns hope-

less. I think the feelings of the YU van

driver are indicative of the feelings of
the entire neighborhood, especially since

no other resident was willing to answer

my questions. The reason for their
silence was most probably the fear of

retaliation by the local gangs.

While I had initiallY intended to

limit the scope of my study to the

Washington Heights area, it soon be-

came clear to me that the cooperatiun

would not be fonhcoming.This sirua-

tion led me to investigate these prob-

lems on a national level. The drug
problem is not a local problem. it is a

global problem. The link between drug

use and crime is complex. In many ways

drugs and crime are problems closely

related to each other. Using or distrib-
uting some drug is illegal, and violators
are subject to criminal sanctions. Some

crimes that are not committed under the

direct influence of a substance or its
purchase are still the result of illegal

drug use or distribution. For example,

some users steal to support their drug

use. Prostitution is sometimes engaged

in to suppon drug use. Violence in drug

markets is used to gain a competitive

advantage.
Illicit drug use is defined as the

use of prescription+ype psychotherapeutic

drugs for nonmedical purposes or the

use ofillegal drugs. Some drugs, due to

their power to induce compulsive use.

,ue more likely to precipitate criminal
activity than others. Cocaine and heroin

are especialty noted for their addictive
power. Frequency of drug use is also a

factor. For example, a person who uses

drugs several times a day is at higher

risk of involvement in crime than an

irregular drug user. According to Jan

Chaiken (Drzgs a nd Cime) , drug 'tsers
report greater involvement in crime and

are more likely than non-users to have

criminal records. Persons with criminal
records are more likely than ones with-

ts8l Ttm Cup.rox, May 1994
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cannabanoids such as marijuana, can

induce a more passive state. James

Gionini ( U.9,4 Today Magazine) has

found that there is a direcr connection

between cocaine ingestion and spur of
the moment violence.(p. I 1)

A l7-year-old daily crack user

summed up the feelings of impatience

associated with drug withdrawal or the
paranoia associated with drug abuse

saying,

'It doesn't seem to matter
whether you're on or offcrack...
you're crazy both times. If
you're high, you think
someone's goin' ta do some-

thing to you, or try an' take
your stuff. If you're comin'
down or are waiting to make a

buy or just get off, you seem to
get upset easy... A lot ofpeople
been cutjust because somebody
looked at them funny or said
somethin' stupid. "

According to a report from the

Bureau of Justice Statistics (Dec 1992)

that evaluated the influence of drugs and

alcohol among violent offenders in State

prisons in 1986 more than half said they
committed the offense under the influ-
ence of drugs or alcohol. Drugs or
alcohol were most likely to be impli-
cated in manslaughter cases (76% of
offenders or victims were using either
or both) and least likely to be implicated
in sexual assault cases (50% of offend-
ers or victims were using).(p.5)

A study of 414 homicides (BJS

192) in New York City in 1988 found
that in 53% of the cases, drugs or

[5e]

out criminal records to report being
drug users. Crimes rise in number as

drug use increases. Although some drug
users do not commit property or violent
crimes such as burglary and robbery.
many drug users are heavily involved in
crime. High levels of criminal activity
are strongly related to the fiequent use

of drugs. Criminal activity is perhaps

two to thee times higher among fre-
quent users of heroin or cocaine than
among irregular users or non users of
drugs. (p.203-229)

In his article, Goldstein (-/Drug
lssues) further elaborates on the rela-
tionship between drug use and violence.
He enumerates three separate factors:
(l) the pharmacological effects of the
drug on the user car induce violent
behavior, (2) the high cost of drug use

often impels users to commit economic
compulsive violent crime to support
continued drug use, and (3) violence is

a common feature of the drug distribu-
tion system. This last category is protec-
tion or expansion of drug distribution
market share or retaliation against mar-
ket participants who violate the street
rules.(p.493-506)

According to Dr. Jacoby, other
factors will contribute to addicts com-
mitting crime. Addicts need a constant
supply of drugs to prevent withdrawal
(which is independent ofis psychogenic

effects). These addicts will go to great

lengths to support their addiction. Also,
different drugs influence the mind in
different ways. Stimulants such as am-
phetamines or cocaine can act to make
users grandiose or violent. These drugs
can also induce paranoia that can in-
crease violent tendencies. However

Tfu Cw.rox, May 1994
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alcohol were judged to be an important
cause o[ the homicidc. C(rcaine in any

form was involved in 84% of the drug
related homicides and. in 3l% of all
homicides and 60% of the drug related
homicides, crack or cocaine was
present. (p.6)

Because so much of substance

abuse crime is found in the young, most

ofthe research on the causes ofdrug use

is based on examining the initiation of
drug use among youth. Drug use begins
and continues largely because youths

have contact with peers who use drugs
and who provide role models for drug
taking. Families with inconsistent disci-
pline, drug abusing parents, or distant
relationships betwesn parents and chil-
dren may foster drug use. Personality
factors such as rebelliousness, orienu-
tion towards independence, low self
esteem, alienation, orientation towards
risk taking, and a high tolerance of
deviance has been found to be related to
drug use among youth. Poor school
performance is often a precursor of
involvement in drug use among youth.
These deviant social factors then lead

these youths to commit drug-related
crimes.

Another major factor in drug
related crime is the way dealers interact
within the drug world. Iegal industries
rely on the judicial system to enforce
contracts and punish those who violate
the terms of agreements. In the drug
world, buyers and sellers rely on their
own resources to enforce contracts. Drug
dealers feelviolence is the only effective
preventive measure against uniair trade
practices. A dealer who is not wary risks
having his drugs stolen and even being

killed. A reputation for violence is the
dealer's hest guarantee that his husiness

transaction will be accomplished as

agreed upon. Usually, once the reputa-
tion for violence is established. it is not
necessary to continue violent acts to
prorcct ransaclions. Also, failure topay
for a drug delivery is a common source

ofviolence. Those who do not pay what
they owe can expect to be disciplined
violently or killed. A dealer who fails to
pay for drug delivery risks losing his
supply source. Dealers often fail to pay

because they were cheated or robbed, or
the drugs and/or money was confiscated
by legal authorities. Revolving credit
arrangements are imponant for drug
distribution networks, but they often do
not operate in an orderly way. This
helps account for the 'high" monality
rarc among drug dealers and their un-
derlings. Violence or financial collapse
often puts them out of business.

An example of this is the Wild
Cowboys (New York Magazrze) who in
May 1991 shot Oscar Alvarez, a Cow-
boy seller after he was caught smoking
company crack. They shot him even
though he offered to work off his debt.
Six months later, the Cowboys caught
another worker, Eddie Maldonaldo,
stealing from them. One afternoon, three
gang chieftains surrounded Maldanaldo
in a park crowded with students and

hacked him to death with their ma-
chetes. These are just two examples of
the vicious ways the drug dealers handle
their'judicial system".(p.62)

Drug related crime is not lim-
ited to the illegal side of the law. The
police are closest to drug trafficking and

therefore are at the highest risk of cor-

Trc Crmrox, May 1994
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ruption; but other Federal, State. and

local officials are sometimes involved.
Some police officers, tempted by the
sizable profits in the illegal drug trade
are corrupted. Examples of police cor-
ruption identified by David Carter (1990)

include the following: a) selling infor-
mation about upcoming police raids, b)
telling the dealers who the informants
and undercover agens are. c) accepting
bribes to tamper with evidence or com-
mitting perjury in order to protect an

illegal drug dealer, accepting money or
drugs from dealers in exchange for
failure to arrest the dealers or seize their
drugs. These corrupting influences rep-
resent another problem facing cities
across the nation in solving the wide-
spread drug problem.(p.88)

Is there any hope for the future?
Or are we destined as McNamee said to
become a'nation ofzombies-? In 1989

the Federal anti-narcotics' budget was

$8,800,000,000. This astounding sum
of money will not be enough to solvethe
drug problem. More new and different
approaches have to be tried to solve this
dilemma. McNamee told me that more
police are needed to enforce the law. He
feels military action is necessary. Also,
major drug dealers and individuals in-
volved with the trade should be sen-

tenced to life imprisonment or execu-
tion. Early education programs should
be established to educate our children
about the destructive nature of drugs.
There is a need to set up good treatment
centers and good work programs for
individuals after they are discharged
fTom these treatment centers . 'Get them
some work and try to teach them the
importance of family. This is important

because our country sun,ives because of
the family, our love for our parents and

children", stated McNamee. Officer
McManeus said that besides educarion
the police need increasing powers to
make street level arrests. At the present

time specialty units have to be called in
to make street level arrests.

According to the National Insti-
tute of Justice (NIJ) Repon on Drugs
and Crime(1992) police drug crack-
downs continue to evolve as a technique
against drug dealers. Intense police ac-

tivity has significant short-term effects
in driving out criminals. H owever, evalu-
ators found that longer-term follow-up
actions are needed to make enduring
changes. (p.12- 14) This finding under-
scores the need to emphasize long-term
programs to control drug use activities.

In part due to the Institute's
evaluations, police executives around
the United States are moving to a new

understanding of the value of crack-
downs. Police departments are follow-
ing up crackdowns with activities that
are intended to have longer-term ef-
fecs. Now, Police will establish a mini-
station with the intention of keeping it
open indefinitely. Police departsnent law-
yers inform owners of crack houses of
the activity in their buildings and ask

their cooperation in closing the crack
house and nailing planks over their
entrances. The police have been moving
towards more community style polic-
ing, increasing walking patrols. Early
results of evaluations of this 'crack-
down-plus- approach, according to the
NIJ are encouraging. First, citizen co-
operation with police begins to rise.
Officer McManeus indicates that the

m lim-
m. The
dng and
d cor-
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Washington Heights community and rhe
police are working more closely now.
The dealers then seek out a new place to
do business. This allows the municipal
agencies to clean up trash strewn streets
and alleys, repair street signs, and turn
empty lots into playgrounds. Private
businesses will find these cleaned up
neighborhoods desirable and hopefully
begin to open up stores.

The problem ofdrugs and crime
is clearly neither trivial nor likely tojust
disappear. In order for this nation to rid
itself of this major societal problem it
will haveto commit atremendous amount
of resources; both in terms of money
and manpower. There has to be a veri-
table WAR ON DRUGS. Such a con-
certed effort is the only way the streets
of this great nation will once again
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US - Japanese Relations: A
Look Into the Near Future

by Ira Piltz

With the end of the Cold War.
America entered a new era in foreign
relations. Foreign policymakers no
longer had to worry about maintaining a

balance of power with the U.S.S.R.
Instead, the United States could now
enjoy the status ofpolitical superpower.
Yet, on the economic fiont, the United
States became increasingly dependant
on foreign impons reaching the status of
being one ofthe largestdebtor nations in
the world, running it up with many
nations.

One nation has used this condi-
tion of the U.S. market, along with
other markes, to solidify its economic
base. She has become one of the most
powerful economicnations intheworld.
This nation is Japan. In an essayentitled
'Japan and the United States: Ending
the Unequal Partnership" (Foreign Af-
fairs Fall 1991) author Richard
Holbrooke notes that 'Japan and the
United States have aspecial responsibil-
ity to work together to address the
planet's most pressing problems, with
each nation taking the lead in specified
areas. " This has not happened as ofyet.
Instead, there is a growing rivalry be-

tween the U.S. and Japan for the title of
economic superpower. While the Japa-
nesecontinueto invest heavily in Ameri-
can business and industry, Japanese
markets remain closed for the most part
to foreign investors. American invest-
ment is discouraged and Americanprod-
ucts looked upon as inferior.

Conversely, inthe United States,
Americans believe that Japan is 'un-
fair" in its business dealings with the
United States ( Foreign Affairs Spring
192). Many Americans believe that
Japan is trying to take control of the
American economy and impose their
'superior- ideals on the American
people. This feeling of mistrust is
growing on both sides. Many factors
make this evident, including political
rivalry, feelings of mistrust by both
peoples (which has become more evi-
dent in the popular literature of both
nations portraying each other as a nation
out for world domination), and U.S.-
Japanese relationship filled with what
Holbrooke calls a relationship increas-
ingly filled with friction, resenrment,
and mutual recrimination (Foreign Af-
fairs Winter 1991).

Inq, PLrz will graduate Yeshiva College in May 1995 with degrees in
Political Science and Speech / Drama. He will be studying ar
Georgetown University next semester and working at the United States
Information Agency.
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So what does the future of U.S.-
Japanese relations hold? Looking into
the year 2000, what will likely be in
place is an American policy of protec-
tionism against Japan while Japan con-

tinues to impon massively to foreign
markets. Bad feelings on both sides will
continue to prevail throughout the

1990's. Ieaving the need for negotia-

tions between the United States and

Japan on such issues as the trade deficit,
technological advances and exchanges,

and specific definitions on each nations'
role in dealing with global problems,
such as pollution. Overall, the United
States will look to save is economy by
dealing harshly with Japan's refusal to
import American products into its mar-
kets in ordertobringup is GNPthrough
exportation of more products. This
should bring down its trade deficit both
with Japan and worldwide trading part-
ners by catering to new markets that
have been traditionally open to Japan

and closed to American businesses.

Entering 1993, a major event
took place that is serving to reshape the
United States as it enters the 21st cen-
tury. A Democratic President was
elected with a Democraticly controlled
Congress behind him. This'unity" of
sorts puts the United States in a new
situation; one it has not faced in twelve
years: a unified House and Hill. Many
experts believe that a unified Congress
and White House will continue to put
into effect changes that will bring about
a lasting improvement in government.
Since the reigning party is the Demo-
cratic Pany, these changes will consist
of demphasizing involvement in foreign
affairs while concentrating more on

domestic affairs, a complete change

from Republican policy. In the case of
U.S.-Japanese relations, it fulfills what
International Politics experr Hans
Morgenthau recognizes as the way sov-
ereign states conduct themselves; A
return to self interest. In the past year,
protectionist legislation has been pro-
posed by both houses of Congress for
dealing with Japan. President Clinton
has continually stated his willingness to
put the interests ofthe American people

first in his economic policy. An old
ftiend of President Clinton summarized
his foreign policy stance by saying that
he '...doesn't want to get involved
unless there a direct American interest"
(The Washington Spectator December
I, 1992\. Therefore, not only does it
seem that Clinton will supponthis policy
when it passes both Houses, he will
encourage it. Accepting a more asser-

tive and independent Japan will prove
difficult for many Americans (Foreign
Affairs Winter 191) which will make

such protectionist policies popular and
give them credibility with the demos.

Japanese reaction to this will
not be mild. Japan relies on exponation
x its major source of income (Facts on
File 1992-1993) and the United States is

one of its major markets. Japan will
look at these protectionist measures,

which will take the form of harsher
duties on Japanese technology and auto-
mobiles and limitations on the amount
of Japanese goods imported into the
United States, as threatening to the
relationship ofthe two economic super-
powers. They will cite the fact that
already the Japanese-American trade
deficit is decreasing and that since 1987,

tnl
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U.S. impons to Japan has doubled to the
point that the U.S. exports to Japan are
as Iarge as U.S. impons ro the United
Kingdom, Germany, and France com-
bined (Foreign Affairs Winter 1991).
This will lead to resentment on the part
of Japanese investors and will add to an
already existing degree of resentment,
self-pity, and hypersensitivity that the
Japanese feel from Washington's criti-
cism due to its lack of ability to under-
stand Japan's global responsibilities
(Foreign Affairs Spring 1992). From
this resentment negotiations between
Japan and the United States will com-
mence in order to iron out these conten-
tions.

Negotiations can often break
new ground. When assessing potential
U.S.-Japanese reluions il the year 2000,
these negotiations, though still infre-
quent at this point in time, must be
looked at in terms of what can be
accomplished. Before any issues of
substance can be addressed, the mutual
mistrust issue needs to be ironed out.
Granted. there will be apprehension
fiom both sides which can be attributed
to historical roots stemmingfrom World
War Two and the era immediately fol-
lowing (Foreign Affairs Winter 1991).
There are also significant cultural dif-
ferences which affect the dealings of
both nations. At this point in time these
differences are a major stumblingblock.
A poll conducted in April 1992 shows
that 44% of Americans polled have a
major mistrust in the Japanese (World
Book Reader April 1992) which is re-
flected in American policy towards Ja-
pan. Japanese are beginning to show
their frustration and anger with the

United States (Foreign Affairs Winter
1991). Therefore, this first round of
negotiations must deal with these differ-
ences and work to break down the walls
of mistrust by proposing programs such

as cultural exchanges, educational ex-
changes, and an agreement of mutual
understanding between Washington and
Tokyo based on trust. This may sound
implausible and naive, yet it is neces-

sary in order to reach any long standing
and far reaching agreement. One has

only to look at the fact that several years

of meetings between the United States

and the U.S.S.R. were necessary before
any major agreements could be reached

and subsequently honored.
Once this obstacle is overcome.

negotiations on specific issues can be-
gin. The first issue that must be ad-
dressed is trade. Since there will likely
be the afformentioned protectionist mea-

sures, Japan will already have had its
export markets limited in the United
States. Japan will ask for those mea-

sures to be lifted, which will not hap-
pen. The Stmctural Impediments Plan,
known as SII, will become the device
through which many ofthe negotiations
take place. Briefly, this plan, conceived
and accepted in 1989-90, creates an

effort to form a broader system that
would solve the commercial problems
between the two nations through a struc-
tural approach (Foreign Affairs Fall
l99l). What will probably happen is
that both countries will set limits on the
amount of goods that each nation can
import and export to each other. It it
unlikely that the overall trade deficit
will ever equal out; American demand
for Japanesegoods will always be higher

Trm Ct t*tox, May 1994 [65]
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then Japanese demands for Amertcan
goods. Many American consumers feel
that Japaneese producrs are superior in
qualitl to American producrs. an atti-
tude that has not and does not seem to be

changing. Japaneese consumers,
prompted by governmental regulations
and national pride, would not consider
buying an American product over a

Japaneese product. To compensate for
this, Japan will have to accept lower
limits on exports to the U.S., accept

higher tariffs while lowering its tariffs
on imponed goods, and increase the
amount ofgoods that it imports from the
United States, at least until a significant
dent is made in the trade deficit beween
the two nations. This may run well into
the21stcentury. Japan will feel slighted.
Already, imports into Japan have soared

to over $200 billion arnually (Foreign
Affairs Spring 1992.1. However, in
order to normalize relations with the
U.S. it must accept these terms, being
the first major item that changes U.S.-
Japanese relations over the next ten
years.

This does not mean that Japan needs

to sit back and lose its edge in the
economic arena by completely cutting
back on exports. The next step in the
negotiations will be to establish rules for
exportation to world markets, both
emerging and existing. This is a step
which will lead to more normalized
relations by the year 2000. In the past,

markets that have been open to Japan but
have been closed to the United States

have been predominately stocked with
Japanese goods, such as Eastern Europe
and South Afiica (Facts on File 1992).
There is no reason for Japan to relin-
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quish these markets, though leading
economists predict that demand for
American products will soar. How-
ever, Japan must accept the facl that it
will face competition from the U.S. In
a format of economic Imperialism, as

Morgenthau would argue, the U.S. and

Japan will sit down to negotiate where
Japan will allow the United States to
enter the market in is spheres of influ-
ence, and decide which markes will
remain the domain of Japan and which
markets will become the domain of the
United States. This is not the same as

Iimiting fiee trade or dividing up the
world into economic trade zones. Rather.
this will serve to put barriers on trade in
order to keep competition alive between
the two nations at anon-aggressive level
while allowing both countries and the
rest of the world to profit through this
international marketing agreement. This
will serve to keep relations stabilized
well past the year 2000.

Japan and the United States have

often disagreed over technology and

technological development and as a re-
sult this is the next major issue that must
negotiated by both nations before the
year 2000. Japan is considered the
worlds leader in techrology. As the year

2000 approaches , American dependence

on Japan for technology is likely to
become more widely recognized and
politicized(Foreign Affairs Spring I 992) .

Yet, it is to be noted that much of
Japanese economic growth can be at-
tributed in part to the fact that the United
States spent millions of dollars follow-
ing World War Two rebuilding the
Japanese infrastructure and industrial
capabilities which were shattered dur-
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Accordingly, many Americans find it
perplexing that the United States al-
lowed itself to be beaten in the technol-
ogy race by Japan, yet it is the attitude
and work ethic ofthe Japanese that have

allowed them to surpass the Americans.
The Japanese see the United States as a

nation in decline (Foreign Affairs Win-
ter 1 99 I ) and therefore work to beat the
U.S. at the commodity it dominated for
so long; the technological marketplace.
Japan has succeeded in this by selling to
any market regardless of political affili-
ations or governmental system. The
United States limited its marketsthough
the use of economic sanctions to many
nations that were under the Sovietsphere
of influence or had domestic policies
that the United States disagreed with,
such as South Aftica. As these nations
are now opening up to American corpo-
rations. the U.S. will not reap benefit
from these profits for several years. In
the meantime, Japan has continued to
develop projecs that many other na-

tions, including the United States, have
abandoned or cut back funding on,
(Congressional Report 1991) and has

continued selling these and other prod-
ucts to the markets that the U. S. refused
to sell to. This has given Japan a clear
cut lead in all aspects of the 'hi-tech"
industry.

What must be negotiated by the
two sides is a stance which allows
Japanese technological growth to con-
tinue while giving the United States a
chace to catch up in its technological
development. This goal can be accom-
plished through mutual cooperation.
Already, Japanese and American indus-

tries have cooperated in the automotive
and steel industries, allowing murual

benefit for each side. The process trf
industrial development has an imponant
geographic dimension (Economic Ge-

ography April 1992t and in this case

Japan benefits fiom the availability of
raw materials and laborwhile the United
Starcs benefits Irom Japanese technol-
ogy. In this m:rnner, the Japanese are

not forced to halt any industry or tech-
nological research and development;
they simply have to share it. At the same

time, American industry must improve
its development of technology so that it
can produce goods comparable to the
Japanese. These treaties cannot force
Japan to produce lower quality prod-
ucts. The only thing these treaties can

do is obligeJapan to share its knowledge
with an ally, as the United States did
following World War Two.

Onepoint that must be addressed

is that ofJapanese willingness to comply
with the terms of these negotiations.
Why should Japan want to give up its
advantage in areas such as trade and

technological advancement? As Japan

approaches thefuture, itwill realize that
it needs to maintain astrong relationship
with the United States (Foreign Affairs
Spring 1992) for strategic and political
reasons, and economic reasons. Japan

can not afford to lose one of its largest

and most lucrative marketp laces, even if
that marketplace will limit what can be

sold and at what rate (Economist April
8, 1992). Japan also cannot afford to
lose its alliance with the United States

on the political arena; the two are the
two most powerful nations in the world
(Foreign Affairs Winter 1991) and need

Tw. Ct rruox, May 1994 t671
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each other. This relationship is in
danger and any assessment ofthe future
of U.S.-Japanese relations must include
these steps and conclusions for the simple
facl that they are based on feelings that

exist presently, thus solutions offered in
this essay are based on current political
trends and negotiations that are ongo-

ing.
There is no definite way to

krow whar the furure holds, even in as

little time as ten years f?om now. How-
ever. by understanding current sirua-

tions and what is currently being done in
regards to that situation, one can fathom
a hlpothesis of what will be. In the case

of U.S.-Japanese relations, a strain ex-
is$ between the two powers, an obvious
fact. Yet in a new era of relations,
negotiations seem to be the answer and

compromise the outcome. Whether or
not this will work between the United
States and Japan has yet to be seen. In
this look at the nature ofthetwo nations'
relationship, the prospecs are positive.
To be absolutely cenain though, one
must wait until the future in order to see

what it holds.
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The Right to Bear Arms: A
Constitutional Discussion

by Jeremy B. Lustrnan

The Second Amendment of the

United States Constitution's Bill Of Rights
states:
'A well-regulated militia, being neces-

sary to the security ofa free state, the right
oftie people to keep and bear Arms, shall
not be infiinged. "

From its inception, this Amend-
ment has stirred much debate regarding its

scope. Some, the NRA (National Rifle
Association) beilg the most prominent,
argue that the Second Amendment sanc-

tions private ownership of fuearms. Oth-
ers disagree, claiming that though the
Second Amendment does gant the right to
bear fuearms, "gun control, " would not
be considered unconstitutional.

ln contrast to the fierce debate

amongst the general populace, the Ameri-
can courts have been one-sided in their
interpretation of the Second Amendment.
The United States Supreme Court has

ruled 'against" the Second Amendment
on five separate occasions. In addition,
nearly forty lower state courts have lim-
ited the range ofthis amendment. All have

ruted that the Second Amendment guamn-
tees a state's right to a militia, but not an

individual's rightto own a handgun. Three

Jpx.ruy Lusn"aN will graduate Yeshiva College in May 196 with a

degree in Political Science.
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key cases have been heard by the Supreme

Court regarding interpretation of "the

right to bear arms.". The fust of these is

tlre case of U.S. v. Cruil<shank. lU.S. v.
Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 55 I - 53 ( I 875)
The case involved Ku Klux Klansman
who were charged with ffiinghg upon
tile constitutional right ofblack citizens to
assemble and bear arms. A divided
Supreme Court acknowledged that the

Fourteenth Amendment gave Congress
the power to prevent interference with
rights granted by the Constitution. The
right ofan individual to assemble and bear
arms, however, were not rights conferred
by the Constitution, the Coun said. They
asserted that the Second Amendment only
protected state rights to bear arms. The
second was the case of Presserv. Illinois.
[Presser v. Illinois, 116 U.S. 252,265
(1886)l in which the defendant was
prosecuted for leading a band of armed
men in a parade without a license.
Presser had been convicted on a lower
court level, and he brought this case on
appeal before the Supreme Coun. Ex-
cerpts ftom the decision read: 'It is

undoubtedly true that all citizens capable

of bearing anns constitute the reserved

nilitary force or reserve militia of the

Tlm Cunrory May 1994
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United States, and, in view of this pre-

rogative of the general government...the

Sates cannot. even laying the Consriru-

tional provision in question [the Second

Amendmentl out of view, prohibit the

people fiom keeping and bearing arms , so

as to deprive the United States of their

rightful resources maintaining the public

securiry, and disable the people from
performing their duty to thegeneral gov-

ernment.' The Court reaffirmed fte
precedent it set in [/. S. v. Cruikshank,that
the Second Amendment was only a protec-

tion ofa state's right to protect itself, and

did not sanction blanket ownership of
personal firearms . In the third case of U. S.

v. Miller, [United States v. Miller, 307

U.S. 174, 179 (1939) Jack Miller and a

fiiend were arrested for violating the

National Firearms Act when travelling
fiom Oklahoma ro Arkansas carrying a

double-barreled shotgun. The Supreme

Court ruled that the weapon had no 'rea-

sonable relationship to the preservation

and efficiency of awell-regulated militia, "
and laws prohibiting these shotguns were

in no way a violation of the Second

Amendment.
ln a speech before the American

Bar Association (ABA), former Supreme

Court Justice I-ewis Powell stated 'with
respect to handguns...it is not easy to
understand why the Second Amendment,

or the notion of liberty should be viewed
as creating a right to own and carry a

weapon that contributes so directly to
the shocking number of murders in the

United States." The ABA agreed and

responded, 'Neither the U.S. Constitu-
tion or any of its amendments grant

anyone the right to keep and bear arms . "

Congress has passed legislation

restricting gun sales. Most notably, they

include such laws as The Gun Control Act

of 1968, The Gun Control Act of 1986,

and The Brady Bill of 193. Some forrns

of corsnaints within these acts include the

outlaw on new machine gun manufactur-

ing. required licenses for prospective gun

owners, and awaitingperiod. In addition.

twenty-three states have enacted sensible

handgun and assault weapon laws corsis-
tent with their own environment ald its
needs. The NRA's atrcmpt to challenge

gun control has been unsuccessful. ln
1981, for example, the legislature in Morton
Grove, Illinois, passed an ordinance ban-

ning handguns, excludingjust those owned

by police ofEcers, prison authorities, gun

clubs, members of the armed forces, and

licensed gun collectors. The NRA vehe-

mently objected to this stanrte. However,

the U.S. Seventh Court ofAppeals upheld

the ordinance, stating that there is no

individual right to keep and bear handguns

under the Second Amendment. In 1983,

The U . S . Supreme Court declined to hear

an appeal on the ruling.
As indicated by numerous court

decisions, the legal foundation for gun

control is clear. Although the debate

continues, the solution for a more restric-

tive control of fuearms seems self evident.

For years, the concept ofgun control was

neglected. and ir was during this time
that gun related crimes skyrocketed.
The NRA's cry for the 'freedom" to
bear arms is apreversion of the concept

of liberty that Americans cherish. Soci-
ety has the rightto be ftee ofthe violence
directly caused by the proliferation of
firearms.
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The First Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States of
America says the following: 'Congress
shall make no law respecting an estab-
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the
fiee exercise thereof ; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press ; or
the right of the people to peacefully
assemble, and to petition the Govern-
ment for a redress ofgrievances." The
Fourteenth Amendment is written as

follows: 'No state shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the privi-
leges or immunities of citizens of the
United States ; nor shall any state de-
prive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law. "
From these two Constitutional Amend-
ments we derive the ever so powerful
right of freedom of the press. This
'right" allows the press to print it
pleases. There are however certain
restrictions placed on the press. For
example, a newspaper cannot go ahead
and print a story about 'John Smith"
which is entirely not true. This is what
is klown as libel. Libel is defined as any
false statement, written or broadcast,
which tends ro (a) bring a person into
public hatred, contempt, or ridicule ; (b)

Necl&6r.1 TnooouE:R will graduate Yeshiva College in January 195 with
a degree in Political Science
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by Nachman A. Troodler

cause him to be shumed or avoided : or
(c) injure him in his business or occupa-
tion. There are other instances other
than libel where restrictions were placed
on the press. I will discuss several of
these cases in the forthcoming para-
graphs.

There are certain cases where
the press was punished after the fact. In
other words, an anicle was written, and
only after it was published did the press
receive disciplinary action. This is
called Subsequent Punishment. One
such case that was brought before the
Supreme Court was Schenk vs. United
States [249 U.S. 47;39 Sup. Ct. 247 ; 63
L.Ed.470 (1919)1. Mr. Schenk was the
general secretary of the Socialist party.
He printed and distributed leaflets that
advocated opposition and resistance to
the World War I draft. Schenk used the
prohibitions of the First Amendment
against infringement ofspeech and press
as his defense. The Court upheld the
conviction with an opinion written by
Justice Holmes, in which he launched
the Clear and Present Danger Test. He
said that the question in every case is
whether the words used in such circum-
stimces are of such a nature to create a

Ttlr. CLt^xrox, May 1994
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clear and present danger that will bring
about substantive evils that Congress
has a right to prevent. Justice Holmes

explained that when the nation is at war,
things that could be said in times of
peace are a hindrance to its effort and no

court could regard them as protected by
any Constitutional right. Schenk vs.

United States was the first case brought
to the Supreme Court under the Espio-
nage Act. The Espionage Acts of 1917

& 1918 stated the following: When the

United States is at war, one cannot
willingly make or convey false reports
with the intent to interfere with the

operation ofthe military, or to promote
the success of the enemy. One also

cannotwillfully attempt to cause disloy-
alty, or refusal of duty in the military.
Finally, one cannot willfully obstruct
the recruiting or enlistment service of
the United States. Schenk's actions
were in direcr violation ofrhe Espionage
Act.

Another case involving Subse-
quent Punishment wx Gitlow vs. Na,v
York l26E U.S. 652; 45 Sup. Ct. 625 :69
L.Ed. 1138 (1925)1. In 1925, Mr.
Gitlow was convicted for writing a

Socialist pamphlet which called for a

Communist reconstruction of society.
There was no evidence that anything
resulted from the publication or circula-
tion of the pamphlet. The case was
brought under the 1902 New York Act
that prohibited advocacy of criminal
anarchy by word of mouth or writing.
Any document encouraging rebellion
against organised government by means

of force or violence. or by the assassina-

tion of executive officers was deemed to
be illegal. The coun upheld the convic-

tion, but they did not use clear and

present as their reason. Instead. 'the
natural tendency and probable effect"
was used as their reason for upholding
the convicrion. regardless of the imme-

diacy of danger. What this means is that

although no immediate danger resulted
from Gitlow's pamphlet, the court felt
that there was a remote possibility that
danger might result in the future.

There are also forms of censor-
ship placed upon the press. An example

of this is Necr vs. Minnesota t283 U.S.
697;515 Sup. Ct.625;75 L.Ed. 1357
(1931)1. Jay Near was the owner of
"The Saturday Press." This particular
newspaper was publishing many edi-
tions which werelargely devoted to
malicious, scandalous, and defamatory
articles. This was in direct violation of
the Minnesota statute which declared a

nuisance the publication of (a) an ob-
scene, lewd, or lascivious newspaper or
magazine, or (b) a malicious, scandal-
ous , and detamatory newspaper or maga-
zine. The Supreme Court revitalized
the age-old doctrine of Previous Re-

straint, or Prior Restraint. The Court
said that ifthey knew that a reporter had

biases, or was going to malign people

and write scandalous articles, the re-
porter could be stopped. Several forms
ofPrior Restraint are, for example, that
a reporter has to obtain permission from
licensing officials before printing a story ,

or there could be court injunctions re-
stricting fu ture expression.

The New York Times Co . vs . the
United States l4O3 U.S. 713;91 Sup. Ct.
2t40; 29 L.Ed. 2d822 (1971)l was
another case involving censorship. In
1967, the Secretary ofDefense, Robert
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McNamara. commissioned The Penta-

gon Papers, which was a massive top-

secret history of the role of the United

States in Indochina. The work took a

year and a half. The result was about

3,000 pages of narrative history and

more than 4,000 pages of aPPended

documents, an estimated total of 2.5

million words. The forty-seven vol-
umes cover the American involvement
in Indochina from World War II until
May of 1968. The New York Times

obtained most of the narrative history
and documents, and began publishing a

series of articles based on them on

Sunday, June 13,1971. After the first
thee daily installments appeared, the

Justice Department got a temPorary

restraining order against funher publi-
cation. The government said that if
publication continues, "the national de-

fense interests ofthe United States and

the nation's security will suffer immedi-
ate and irreparable harm. " They argued

for a permanent injunction. The New
York Times said that the Pentagon Pa-

pers belonged in the public domain and

that no danger to the nation's security
was involved. On June 30, 1971, the

Supreme Court freed the newspaper to
continue publication ofthe anicles. The

Justices held that the right to free press

under the First Amendment overrode
any subsidiary legal considerations that
would block publication by the news

media.
How did the Right to Privacy

Laws develop? It began in the colonial
period when America was a rural na-

tion. Villages and farms were very far
apart. There was usually great similar-
ity in nationality, background, habits,

and taste, which provided little stimula-
tion to spy into other people's attitudes

and activities. When the Industrial

Revolution began, many rural inhabit-

ants went to urban areas to find work.
The development of indoor plumbing,

electricity, telephones, etc., made ur-
ban life very attractive. People in the

cities had to depend on others for such

things as food, housing, clothing, and

medicalcare. Urbandwellerswerecom-
pelled to interactwith society in order to

survive. Families were also forced to

live in close proximity to others in over-
populated cities. All this created the

desire to klow more details of the lives

of those about them. There was an

emerging concept of respectability
among the urban working class which
made it imperative that scandalous be-

havior be avoided, or at least hushed.

However, there was a large, unskilled
working class, which didn't share these

beliefs. They lived in crowded tene-

ment districts, where the private livews

of their neighbors was amongst the

more pleaasant distractions in their
monotonous lives.

Another factor that contributed
to the development of the Right to

Privacy Laws was the gro*th of the

press. In 1800, there were only twenty-
four daily newspapers. BY 1860, the

number had only increased to 387.

During the next twenty years, the num-

ber ofdaily papers more than doubled to
a total of97l. Between 1880 and 1889,

more than 625 new daily papers emerged .

This was the largest ten-year increase in

the history ofthe American press. With
this growth of the press, the number of
papers circulated each day increased as
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-Freedom ofthe Press and the Right to Privacy-

well. For example, in 1850, only
758,000 newspapers were circulated each

day. By 1870, the number had in-
creased to 2,607,000. By 1890, the
number of copies circulated each day

had jumped to 8,387,000. Because

more and more people were reading the
papers, the news had to be made more

inreresting. The press began 'digging
up dirt" to entertain the people and

increase circulation.
Samuel Warren and Louis

Brandeis were the pioneers ofthe Right
to Privacy Laws. In 1890, they pub-

lished an article entitled 'The Right to
Privacy- in the Harvard Law Review.
The anicle proposed a legally protected

right of privacy. What prompted War-
ren and Brandeis to write such an ar-
ticle? Many believe that it was a result
of the extensive press coverage of the
wedding of one of Mr. Warren's daugh-
ters. Some of the suggestions of the
anicle were as follows: (a) damage suits
would provide monetary compensation
for any injury to the plaintiffs feelings
or suffering, and (b) criminal action
might be appropriate in some cases to
punish those individuals who invaded
the privacy of others. This article
prompted people to start viewing the
Right to Privacy issue in a whole new
light.

There were several major cases

involving the Right to Privacy issue.

One such case was Corliss vs. Walker

[57 Fed. Rep.434 (1893);64 Fed. Rep.
280 (1844)l in 1893. Emily Corliss, the
wife of deceased inventor George
Corliss. sought to stop the publication
of a biography and picture of her late
husband. Judge kBaron B. Colt dis-

agreed, stating that Corliss was a public
man, just as authors and anists were
public men. Colt said that there was no

right of privacy if this right interfered
with the freedom of expression, which
hebelieved itclearly did inthis case. He

also said that a man who asks for public
recognition surrenders his right of pri-
vacy to the public. This case was the
first instance in which a defendant was

sued for publishingwhat was clearly a

news piece, and not an advertising or a

publicity matter.
Another case involving the right

to privacy was Mo servs. Press Publish-
ing Corp. [109 N.Y.S.963 (1908)] On
April2T,1907, 'The New YorkWorld"
published a picture and news story on
John Moser, whoclaimed that the story,
which was rather unpleasant, was un-
true. Instead of suing for libet, he

brought an action under the privacy
staote, claiming that the sale of the
newspaper constituted a trade purpose.

The New York Privacy Statute went
into effect on September 1, 1903. It
limited coun action to those instances in
which a person's name or likeness was
used without consent, for advertising
and trade purposes. The New York
Supreme Court disagreed with Mr.
Moser. JusticeJames A. Betts ruledthat
the statute was passed to remedy sirua-
tions such as that of Abigail Roberson,
who found her picture on advenising
posters scattered throughout the state.

Justice Betts said that a newspaper or
magazine was not meant to be included
in this statute of uade purposes.

A third case that addressed the
Right to Privacy issue was SrZls vs. F-R
Publishing Corp. [ 1 13 F. 2d 806 ( 1940)]

t74) Trm Crmron, May 1994
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in 1940. William James Sidis could
read and write English and French at the
age of three. He prepared a paper on

anatomy when he was five. He com-
pleted his first seven years of schooling
in just six months, and, at age ten, he

was enrolled in Tufts College. He then
dropped out of sight until 1937, when a

reponer from 'The New Yorker" found
him in Boston, a heavy-set, middle aged

man. He was living in a dingy room,
working as a clerk in a business house,

and collecting street car transfers. Sidis

brought suit against "The New Yorker"
for invasion ofprivacy. Judge Charles
E. Clarkwas sympathetic, but took little
stock in Sidis' iugument. He said that
none ofthe court rulings in states which
recognize the right of privacy went so
far as to prevent a newspaper or maga-
zine fiom publishing the truth about a
person, however intimate, revealing, or
harmful, the truth may be. Clark said

that. at some point, the public's interest
in obtaining information becomes domi-
nant over the individual's desire for
privacy. Sidis was once a public figure,
and, despite his attempt to cloak himself
in obscurity, the public was entitled to
know of his sucess or failure.

The Right to Privacy issue still
remains with us today. There are many
instances in which the Right to Privacy
is still assened. One ofthe major issues

today is whether or not to publish the
names of rape victims. In a Newsweek
poll taken in 1991 the question was
posed to the public, should the names of
rape victims be reponed by the news
media like the names of other crime
victims? An overwhelming 77% said
no while oriy 19% said yes. Another

question asked was if theperson thought
that awoman is rnore likely or less likely
to reportbeing raped if she knows that
her name will be made public. or doesn't
it make much drfference'l A majority.
86% , said that a woman would be less

likely to report, 4% said she would be

more likely to report, and 8% said that
it doesn't make much of a difference.
The results ofthis poll make it seem that
most of the American public believes
that a rape victim's name should remain

secret. There are, however, iuguments
for both sides. David A. Kaplan of
Newsweek said that by not revealing the
name of the victim, it appears that the

accuser deserves respect, and the ac-

cused humiliation. He also said that by
not publishing the woman's name. it
makes it seem that the stigma suffered
by the alleged rape victim is greater than
that of the alleged rapist. Katha Pollitt
wrote in 'The Nation." on June 24.
1991, that there rue many reasons why
a rape victim might not want her name

in the paper that have nothing to do with
shame. For example, she might not
want her mother to know, or her chil-
dren, or obscene telephone callers, or
even other rapists. Everyone has se-

crets that are not necessarily shameful,
but iuouse false sympathy and evoke
stupid questions from the ignorant.

A recent study by the Senate

Judiciary Committee found that fewer
than one in ten rapes is reported to the
police. A commi$ee aide predicted that
if victims were routinely identified, that
percenmge would drop to one in two
hundred. People who oppose printing
names say that a victim's emotional state

is fragile for months, even years, after
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-Freedom of the Press and the Right to Privacy-

her name. The story discussed the
accuser's'wild streak" in high school,
her mother's divorcc and remarriagc.
and her bar-hopping in Palm Beach.

Even 'National Enquirer" editor, Iain
Calder, chose not to publish the name.
-lf she had been a former Nazi prison
guard or a happy hooker, I could see it.
This was just gossip. - Some critics
believe that if the Palm Beach woman's
background had been a little less color-
fuI, she might have been spared such
tawdry scrutiny. The Central Park
j ogger, who had degrees from Wellesley
and Yale, and had a job in investment
banking, was consistently ponrayed as

beyond reproach. In contrast, the Palm
Beach woman was on the other end of
the scale. The naore ofthe attack also
plays a role in how the victim is per-
ceived. The Central Park jogger was
assaulted by a gang of strangers, while
the Palm Beach woman willingly went
back to the Kennedy compound after
midnight. Victims of 'acquaintance
rape" are often viewed less sympatheti-
cally than victims of stranger rape, even
though their psychic wounds are just as

profound. The issue of the right of
privacy for rape victims has not yet been

resolved.
Another situation involving the

right to privacy issue was that ofArthur
Ashe. When he first learned that he was
infected with the HIV virus, he broke
the terrible news to his fiiends and
family, but he had no intention ofgoing
public with it. He felt that privacy is
precious and, once lost, it may never be

retrieved. 'USA Today" discovered
that Ashe might have aids.
Theycontacted Ashe and asked ifhe was
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the attack. Experts say that sixty per-
cent of rape victims experience post-

fiaumatic stress syndrome, the highest
percentage of any crime victims. A
Bakimore srudy found that rape victims
suffered more nervous breakdowns than
victims of any other crime; twenty
percent tried tocommit suicide. Veronica
Ryback, the director of the Rape Crisis
Center at Boston's Beth Israel Hospital,
said that by revealing the victim's name,

you are recreating the trauma of the

rape.'You are taking away the person's

control of the situation. " said Ms.
Ryback, 'which reincites the feeling of
helplessness and powerlessness that es-

sentially mirror how she felt during the
rape. "

One particular case in which
the victim's identity was revealed was
the famous Palm Beach rape. 'The
London Sunday Mirror" first reponed
the alleged victim's name. "The Globe"
then reported the name, and was fol-
lowed by NBC and 'The New York
Times." Each said that they disclosed
the name because another had already
done so. Susan Estrich, a University of
Southern California lawprofessor, com-
pared the mediato toddlers misbehaving
because their friends had done so. Ev-
erybody was playing follow the leader
even though the leader was a scandal
sheet fiom a supermarket checkout rack.
William Woo, the editor of 'The St.

Louis Post Disparch-, said, 'What we
have is a case where a supermarket
tabloid edited the most influential paper

in America. " The complaints about
'The New York Times" profile of the
Palm Beach victim focused on the tone
of the piece as well as the disclosure of
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HIV positive, or had aids, and Ashe

responded 'could be." He declined to
go funher and asked for thirty-six hours

to prepare a statement. The nerr day

Ashe held a press conferense. Fred

Bruning wrote in 'Maclean's. " on May
4, 1992, that personal concerns are

secondary to the principles of ftee
press. Ashe said that there was no

reason ro pry the details from him; he

was not running for office, or seeking
public trust. Bruning wrote, 'Many
whose names show up in the morning
paper could say the same. Unlike the

anonymous folks who occasionally draw
media attention, Ashe occupies a place

in American history. "
A recent story that has been in

the news is that of Katie Beers. On
March 10, 1993, ten-year-old Katie is-
sued an impassioned plea for her pri-
vacy. She wrote a letter to the Family
Court, urging that a custody hearing be

closed to reporters. "I don't want
people to know what happened to me,

because it is none of their business."
Katie, who was held captive in an under-
ground bunker for sixteen days, added,
'If everyone saw my life on T.V., it
would upset me alot. Please don't put
my case on T.V. It's bad enough that it
is in the papers. " Despite her request,
which was supported by her lawyer and

the District Attorney's ofhce, Judge
James F. X. Doyle refused to exclude
reporters from the hearing. He said that
because ofthe unusual circumstances of
the case, the media should be present.

Mr. Disanti, her court-appointed guard-
ian, told the judge that there were facts

about Marilyn Beers'care of Katie and

the sexual abuse allegations which, if

released. could embarrass Katie. sub-
ject her to ridicule, and adversely im-
pact on her emotional well-being.
'Katherine is not only a victim, she is a

child who needs to be protected," Mr.
Disanti said. 'Her welfare and emo-

tional state should be the primary con-

cern of the court and not the public's
right to be informed. " Judge Doyle
refused and said that the case had al-
ready become a well-developed public
issue before it came to Family Coun.
He did, however, say that the court has

continuing discretion to limit coverage

that is warranted. He said that Kather-
ine cenainly wouldn't be subjected to
such coverage. She probably would not
appear in coun, but rather talk with him
in his chambers on the record. but with
no one else present.

The final issue that I wish to
discuss involving the right to privacy is
the question of whether or not cameras

should be permitted in the courtroom.
There are arguments for both sides.

Those who argue for cameras in the

courtroom say that there is educational
value, and it will give people a better

understanding ofthe legal system. They
also say that it will deter criminals if the
questioning is grueling and the sentence

is severe, and that people will be more

ready to trust that the legal system is

there to help victims, and to bring
justice. Several of the arguments against

having cameras in the courtroom are

thatjudges and lawyers might act differ-
ently in front ofa camera. For example,

they might dramatize their cases, which
might hurt their clients. The privacy of
the people involved is violated, children
involved could get hun, and the victim
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will be plastered on everyone's televi-
sion. Innocent defendants will be hun
in their future, because everyone will
know who they are, and they might not
be convinced that they are imocent.
People might not want to come forward
because they do not want to appe:u on
television. And finally, emotions, cry-
ing, and drama, would be exaggerated if
they are on television.

The right of freedom of the
press is a right which is granted to the
citizens of the United States by the
Constitution. It allows the media to
publish and broadcast news. as long as

what is being published or broadcasted
is the truth. There are however. several
restrictions placed on the press as I
discussed previously. Although we
have freedom of the press in America.
there is a large faction of people who
believe that the people of the United
Starcs have a right to privacy. They feel
that the media should not be allowed to
examine people's 'private lives", and

then print stories about them. Should
the media have absolute freedom, or
should the American people have some
degree of privacy? I believe that this
controversy will remain with us for a
long period of time. Until someone
finds a way to make both sides happy,
this question will remain unanswered,
and the controversy will live on.
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"America lives in the heart
of every mon everywhere

who wishes to Iind a region
where he will be free to

work out his destiny os he
clrooses."

Woodrow Wilson

Tim Crmrox, May 1994
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